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INTRODUCTION.

These little breakfast menus are designed for a

family or party of six : each will be found to

contain a dish of fish, a meat dish, and a dish of

eggs, any two of which can be selected if three

be considered too many. Seven of them are

composed for days of abstinence. A plate of

fancy bread is suggested for every menu to facili-

tate choice, recipes for which will be found in

the Appendix.

The dishes that have been described will be

found practicable by a large section of the com-
munity

;
for while many of the recipes as they

stand may be suited to those with whom a very

careful consideration of kitchen economy is un-

necessary, by the exercise of a little discretion

expensive adjuncts such as chopped ham, tongue,

2



2 FIFTY BREAKFASTS.

mushrooms, & c., can of course be very easily

omitted without sacrificing much of the general

tastiness of the dishes themselves, and thus bring

them within the reach of all readers of the

treatise.

It will be seen that I have propounded to a

great extent tasty rechauffes of fish and meat
rather than dishes requiring fresh ingredients.

At first sight some of these may be considered

troublesome, but I would here point out that, in

order to provide nice little dishes for breakfast, it

is absolutely necessary that the cook should effect

some portion of their preparation on the evening

of the previous day. She rarely has sufficient

time in the morning for much delicate work of

course, yet with a little forethought this can be

combated, and the whole category of croquettes
,

rissoles
,
pctits caises, &c., be brought into play

without difficulty. If the meat or fish required

for such dishes be prepared and set in the sauce

overnight the process the next morning is both

simple and expeditious. In the same way hashes,

stews, ragouts
,
&c., can be re-heated in the bain-

marie
,

,

and will be found all the better for having

marinaded all night in their well-flavoured

sauces. The “ stitch in time ” accomplished

during the afternoon, or before the kitchen fire

is let down at night, “saves nine” at the busy

hour before breakfast the next day. Indeed the

ding-dong monotony of “ bacon and eggs ” alter-
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nated with “ eggs and bacon ” of many English

breakfast tables is wholly inexcusable, so easy is it

to provide variety with the exercise of a little

consideration.

For the “ warming-up ” process there is

nothing so safe as the bain-marie. This is a

utensil which it is to be hoped every one

possesses. Stews, curries, hashes, &c., can thus

be re-heated without deterioration, or fear of

burning, boiling, or other mishap.

As another most capital thing for the prepara-

tion of breakfast dishes, I strongly advocate the

use of the Dutch oven. This is an old-fashioned

contrivance, no doubt, but cheap, and especially

handy for the fast cooking of fish and heating

gratins. It can be placed in front of the fire

closely or at a slight distance according to the

degree of heat required, and the cook can see

how things placed within it are getting on.

This alone gives it an advantage over the

ordinary oven, while the food half-baked half-

roasted by its means seems crisper and more
appetising.

Baking dishes in sizes, caisses
,
and scallop

shells of white fire-proof, Limoges ware are to be
recommended for use in connection with break-

fast. They can be set without risk in the Dutch
or common oven, and afford a method of serving

minces, re-cooked fish, eggs, and “ remains,” at

once tasteful and inviting.
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Fried fish is, as a rule, a popular thing for

breakfast, and if the cook bear in mind that
second frying by no means spoils fillets, &c., that

may have been so cooked the evening before,

she will readily fall back on this method of re-

cooking them. A plunge of two or three

minutes’ duration into very hot fat is all that is

required, followed by draining, drying carefully,

and service on a hot napkin. Soles should be

cross-cut in pieces two and a half inches wide, or

filleted, and whitings are much nicer when not

curled round in the manner so invariably adopted

by London fishmongers.

A propos of frying, I take it for granted that in

all well-regulated kitchens a supply of good,

stale, oven-dried, and finely sifted white crumbs,

as well as a bottle of well-rasped light-brown

crust, is always kept ready for use. Fresh

spongy crumbs are wholly unfit for “ breading ”

cutlets, croquettes
,

fish, and so on. Finely

grated, hard, dry, mild cheese—not necessarily

Parmesan or Gruy£re—should always be similarly

stored.

An almost essentially necessary article in this

oranch of cookery is a wire drainer—such as

confectioners use. Upon this croquettes, rissoles,

fried fillets, even a fried sole, can be set to dry

thoroughly after draining, for which purpose the

drainer should either be placed in the mouth of

the oven—the door ajar—or in front of the fire.
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For little friturcs such as whitebait a wire frying

basket is of course indispensable.

In composing the recipes given in this little

series I have done my best to avoid perplexing

generalities :
“ some ” of this, “ a little ” of that,

and so on. The quantity of each thing, either

by weight or measure of capacity, has been put

down as accurately as possible. Still it often

happens that very small allotments such as the

exact proportions of a seasoning must be given

in conventional terms, as, for instance, “ a pinch ”

of pepper. This quantity, to be very particular,

might be counted as one-eighth of an ounce.

Then a breakfast cup should hold half a pint, an

afternoon tea-cup one gill and a half, a coffee-cup

one gill.

I frequently mention “ spiced pepper.” This

is a kind of herbaceous mixture which I strongly

advise every cook to make for herself in the

autumn each year when the herbs are finally

gathered. It comes in most handily for season

ings in pies, forcemeats, stuffings, and in the

flavouring of nearly every rechauffe. Mine,

adapted from that of Gouffe, is made as follows :

Domestic Spiced Pepper.

One ounce of mixed thyme, marjoram, rose-

mary, and bay-leaf, carefully picked and
thoroughly dried, pounded, and sifted, the
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mixture being allotted in these proportions, two
thirds thyme and bay-leaf to one third marjoram

and rosemary. Half an ounce of powdered mace,

the same of nutmeg, a quarter of an ounce of

finely ground black pepper, and one-eighth of an

ounce of Nepaul pepper. Mix after carefully

sifting each ingredient, and put the mixture into a

well-dried bottle. This can obviously be doubled

or increased to any extent.

One ounce of the above with four ounces of

salt gives a useful “ spiced salt.”

A little wine is occasionally recommended in

flavouring sauces, & c. ;
for this I have chosen

Marsala, which, if of a reliable quality, is the best

that can be used for domestic cookery, and, if

the truth be told, the equivalent of Madeira at

many a pretentious restaurant.

Cream is a very excellent thing—so excellent,

indeed, that in the cookery of the present day its

use is far too indiscriminate. In breakfast dishes

it is to my mind quite out of place, while in the

course of a dinner the less often it is introduced

the better. Those who like it can of course

direct their cooks accordingly.

The most wholesome and handy way of boil-

ing eggs for the breakfast table may be thus

described :

—

Put a small saucepan over a methylated spirit

lamp, which can be placed on a side table.

When the water boils put in the eggs, and ni
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ten seconds put out the lamp, covering the

saucepan closely. In eight minutes an ordinary

hen’s egg will be ready, the albumen soft, and

the yolk nicely formed. The common method

of boiling eggs at a gallop for three minutes

has the effect of over-cooking the albumen

and rendering it indigestible, while the yolk

is scarcely done at all.

Good tea and coffee are, it need scarcely be

said, important elements of a good English

breakfast. To secure them it is really neces-

sary, after having chosen the tea and coffee

that suit you best, to be liberal in dispensing

them. A proper cup of either is out of the ques-

tion if the allowance be too narrowly curtailed.

The practice of doling out tea by carefully

measured teaspoonfuls (handed down to us by

our elderly maiden aunts) was perhaps neces-

sary in the days when the only leaf in the

market came from China and cost from four

to five shillings a pound. The required strength

was then obtained by the pernicious system of

setting the tea “ to draw.” People now, how-
ever, have come to understand that to be whole-

some tea must be produced by rapid infusion,

not by a long process of steeping, and in order

to get this at its best a good allowance of the

leaf is necessary. Teapots are to be got with

perforated cylinders to hold the tea, which can

be withdrawn after an infusion of five minutes.
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In this way a capital and quite harmless cup of

tea can easily be produced.

For coffee-making there are numerous inven-

tions more or less ingenious, but after all for

really satisfactory, easy, and rapid action nothing

surpasses the percolator—“Hutchinson’s patent”

for choice. A tablespoonful of coffee powder per

breakfastcupful of coffee is a fair allowance.

Lastly, I would advise all who like things hot

at breakfast to invest in one of Messrs. Wolff and

Co’s “ universal heaters,” sold at 1 1 9, New Bond

Street, an excellent contrivance for keeping

dishes, milk, coffee, &c., hot in the breakfast-

room without deterioration, superseding the

somewhat cumbersome practice of placing, dishes

before the fire, and of course a boon during

the months when fires are dispensed with.

Wyvern.
London, Feb. 5, 1894.



MENU I.

Baked fish in scallop shells.

Kidneys a la brochette.

Buttered eggs with vegetables.

Muffins.

This is to be composed of any cold fish and

sauce left the previous evening. Pick the fish

from the bones
;
measure the quantity

t Baked
(a pound will be enough for six nice fish in

scallops), add one third of its bulk of scallop

white crumbs
;

season with a salt-
s,lclls-

spoonful of spiced pepper and one of salt
;

let

this rest awhile. Put the bones, skin, and espe-

cially the head, into a small saucepan, with an

onion sliced, a teaspoonful of salt, and six black

peppercorns
;
cover this with milk and water

(half-and-half), and stir into it a teaspoonful of

anchovy sauce
;

set to boil, then simmer fifteen

minutes
;
strain

;
thicken slightly, using half an

9



10 FIFTY BREAKFASTS.

ounce of butter and half an ounce of flour to a

full breakfastcup of the broth
;
mix smoothly,

stirring in any sauce that may have been left the

previous evening. Now butter six scallop shells,

or one medium-sized fire-proof baking dish
;

arrange the picked fish and crumbs therein,

scattering a layer of finely minced parsley over

it
;
moisten thoroughly with the sauce, strew a

layer of crust raspings over the surface, heat up
in the Dutch oven, and send up on a folded

napkin.

N.B.—If the fish was boiled the previous

evening, use the gelatinous water in which it

was cooked instead of milk and water in pre-

paring the sauce. Fish-boilings should never be

thrown away.

The kidneys in this instance are broiled on

skewers
(
brochettes—i.e., little spits), which are not

to be removed. Take six kidneys
;
cut

2
lf

l^yS
six thin slices of bacon two inches long

chette
and an inch and a half wide

;
select

three skewers (plated or wooden) about

seven inches long
;

mince a tablespoonful of

parsley as finely as possible
;
place an ounce of

butter ready. See that the gridiron is clean
;

warm, and oil it. Now cut open each kidney

in the usual manner without quite dividing the

halves, peel off the skin, and pass the skewers

through them, two kidneys on each skewer, with



Buttered Bggs with vegetables, n

a piece of bacon, threaded by’ the skewer, over

each kidney. Broil over a brisk fire, cooking

the cut side of the kidneys first three minutes,

then the other side for three minutes. When
done put the impaled kidneys and bacon on a

hot silver dish
;

melt the butter, stir in the

minced parsley, add the juice of half a lemon,

and pour this over them. Serve as hot as

possible.

Vegetables, such as greens, spinach, flower of

cauliflowers, beans, peas, &c., that may have

been left the previous evening come
in most usefully for breakfast. This 3- Buttered

is too often overlooked. One nice way
of serving them is on toast with a

surface dressing of buttered eggs. Melt half an

ounce of butter, or put a coffeecupful of broth

or milk into a saucepan, stir into it the vege-

tables, which, if greens, French beans, or cauli-

flowers, should be cut up rather small. Season

with pepper, salt, and a dust of nutmeg, put

into the bain-marie
,
and when steaming hot

turn them out neatly over six neat squares of

fried bread laid upon a hot dish, spreading the

buttered eggs over them. A dusting of finely

grated cheese over the surface is an improve-

ment.

Buttered eggs for six people :—Required six

eggs, three ounces of butter, a small coficecup-
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ful of milk or good white sauce, a small salt-

spoonful of salt and the same of white pepper.

Melt half the butter in a roomy stewpan
;
break

the eggs, mix, season, and stir them into the

butter over a low fire
;
whisk well with a whisk

until beginning to set, then add the other half of

the butter and, changing the whisk for a wooden
spoon, continue stirring for two minutes longer,

add the milk or sauce, when the consistency will

be correct. The addition of the second half of

the butter should be effected by degrees, to facili-

tate which it should be cut into small pieces

beforehand. The stirring must on no account

be relaxed during the cookery of buttered eggs,

and the dish should not be kept waiting when

ready. A spoonful of Bechamel sauce, if avail-

able, may be used instead of the milk, or ordi-

nary white sauce.



MENU II.

Fresh herrings au gratia.

Hashed mutton with fried hacon.

Omelette with herbs.

Scones.

Butter a flat gratin dish, sprinkle a layer of

chopped parsley over its surface
;
lay four nice

fresh herrings (trimmed and cleaned)

upon this, season well with pepper and

salt, shake a canopy of raspings and

pour a few drops of melted butter over

the upper sides of the herrings
;
put the dish

thus prepared into the Dutch-oven, place this at

a moderate distance from the fire, and watch the

fish narrowly for a minute or two
;
baste with a

little more melted butter, push nearer to the fire

for the last minute, and serve the dish, as it is,

on a folded napkin.

For mustard sauce (if liked) :—melt an ounce

of butter in a saucepan
;

stir into it an ounce of

flour ; when thoroughly mixed add slowly, off

13

4. Fresh

herrings

augratin.
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the fire, a dessertspoonful of French mustard,
incorporating it with the roux thoroughly

;
next

add half a pint of water or broth, let it come to
the boil, and pass through the pointed strainer
into a hot sauce boat.

The hash ought to be prepared—partly—over-
night, viz. :—cut up as much cold mutton in

slices as will suffice for the party
;
trim

mutton**
anC* suPerfluous fat, dredge

with fried
a ^ayer °f hour over the slices, and

bacon. leave them for the present
;
next pre-

pare the best sauce you can for your
hash by boiling together the bones and trim-

mings of the mutton, an onion, a piece of celery,

half a carrot, and a teaspoonful of dried sweet

herbs, with half an ounce of glaze, or a teaspoon-

ful of bovril, and sufficient water to cover all

ingredients. When the best broth possible has

been thus obtained, strain, thicken, and flavour

it with one teaspoonful of red-currant jelly

melted, a tablespoonful of vinegar from the

walnut pickle, half a sherry-glass of Harvey
sauce, half one of mushroom ketchup, and half

one of Marsala. Put the sliced mutton into

the sauce in a china vegetable dish, cover it from

the dust, and set it in a cold larder till morning,

when it will only require gentle heating up over

a low fire, or in the bain-marie. It must on no

account boil. Serve in a hot entr'ee dish with
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curls of crisply fried bacon and fried bread

sippets as garnish..

I follow two methods of making an omelette.

One I explain now, the other later on. This

recipe is for an omelette “ by the first

. ... ... , , 6 . Omelette
intention ”—a rapidly made and very .

(h kgrb^
digestible one. For six persons I re-

commend two small, rather than one large one,

as being more manageable—especially at first.

Nothing is more likely to produce a failure than

an over-full pan. Break three eggs into one

bowl, and three into another, put a saltspoonful

of salt to each, with a dessertspoonful of chopped

parsley, a teaspoonful of finely minced chives or

shallot, one of chervil, and a pinch of pepper. Do
not add milk, or cream

,
or water. Stir the eggs, and

seasoning well together, and beat only sufficiently

to effect mixture. Choose a roomy omelette pan

not less than ten inches in diameter
;
see that it

is dry and perfectly clean. Set it over a fast,

clear fire, and put a lump of butter into it the

size of a small hen’s egg. Let this melt, and

throw off all water
;
as soon as bubbling ceases

the pan is hot enough
;
pour the contents of one

of the bowls over its surface. At the moment
of contact the part of the mixture nearest to the

pan will set, gently lift this with a spoon, tip the

pan over a little and let the unformed liquid run

under it
;
this will also form

;
now give a few good
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shakes, and with your spoon coax the omelette to

slide out of the omelette pan into the hot entree

dish ready for it. If carefully done the omelette

will roll over, enveloping within it the partly

formed mixture that remained on its surface, and

on reaching the dish will spread itself rather,

retaining no specially oval or bolsterlike shape,

with a little of the juicy golden mixture escaping

from its edges. Omelettes that are presented in

neat crescent or elongated oval shapes are as a

rule puddings in their consistency, over-cooked,

and heavy.

After turning out the first omelette
,
wipe the

pan, do not wash it, and repeat the same process

with the second basin of mixture, sending the

omelettes to table “ hot and hot,” so to speak.

A small pat of butter, and chopped parsley should

be put into the dish before the omelette is turned

into it. Timed by the seconds-hand of a watch

this omelette takes forty-five seconds from the

moment of being poured into the pan to that of

its being turned into the dish. Be sure that the

pan is hot enough to receive the mixture in the

first instance, and that the fire is brisk beneath

it while frying
;

a powerful gas boiling-stove,

circular in shape like the “ Regina,” is suitable

for this work.

N.B.—If the chives and chervil were omitted

this would be an omelette an persil. An omelette

mix fines herbes is made with a totally different

garniture.



MENU III.

Fried whitings
;
maitre d’liotel butter.

Devilled fowl; chutney sauce (Indian).

Ham toast, with poached eggs.

Hot rolls.

Bread-crumb and fry the whitings—four nice

ones enough—using plenty of very hot fat, in a

deep pan
;
dish them on a neat fish-

^ Fried
paper, accompanied by plainly melted -whitings

;

maitre d'hotel butter served in a hot maitre

boat. d'h&tel

For the butter, take two ounces of
buttir

fresh Brittany, mix into it the juice of half a

good lemon, and a dessertspoonful of finely

chopped parsley, a pinch of white pepper, and

half a saltspoonful of salt
;
form the pat with

the butter-bat, and use as required
;

excellent

with cutlets, &c.

Assuming that the remains of a pair of fowls

3 17
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used at dinner the night previously are avail-

able, the following may be done : cut the birds

up, neatly separating the thighs from the drum-

8. Devilled st icks
>
and dividing the backs in the

fowl; chut- usual manner. Shred an onion very
ney sauce finely

;
melt half an ounce of butter

(Indian).
jn a frying-pan, and fry the former

till brown. Having meanwhile sprinkled the

pieces of fowl with curry powder, and a dust

of fine salt, put them into the pan with the

butter and onions, turning them about to prevent

burning. When the butter seems almost ab-

sorbed, turn the fowl and the onions with it into

a hot dish. The operation after the pieces of

fowl are put in should be conducted over a low

fire, the object being to heat the meat thoroughly,

and to serve it and the onions as dry as possible

without burning. The onions can be brushed

off if objected to before serving.

For the sauce : melt a quarter of an ounce of

butter in a small saucepan, stir in a quarter of an

ounce of flour
;
when blended well add a teacup-

ful of gravy, or broth, mix, and put in a dessert-

spoonful of Harvey sauce, the same of mushroom

ketchup, a teaspoonful of chilli vinegar, and a

dessertspoonful of good chutney. For additional

heat, a teaspoonful of finely chopped skin of green

chillies may be added, carefully omitting the seeds.

Boil, strain, and serve with the fowl as hot as

possible.



HAM TOAST, WITH POACHED EGGS. 19

Cut six squares of bread a quarter of an inch

thick and large enough to hold a poached egg

each. Fry these crisply and brown, and keep

them hot. Pass sufficient lean ham
through the mincing machine to yield 9 - Ham

a top-dressing for each “ toast ”
;
warm

the mince in a small saucepan over a

low fire, with half an ounce of butter,

and moisten it with a spoonful of gravy or melted

glaze. Keep this in the hot saucepan in the bain-

marie while you poach six eggs
;
when they are

ready, spread the mince on the fried bread, and

place a poached egg on the surface of each,

having trimmed the edges of the whites neatly

all round. Send in quite hot.



MENU IV.

Fresh haddock, anchovy butter.

Mutton cutlets with broiled mushrooms.

Buttered eggs with tomatoes.

Bannocks.

Having procured a nice haddock the previous

day, stuff it with veal stuffing, and keep it in a

cold place during the night. In the
io. Fresh m0rning, when wanted for breakfast,

^anchov'
anc* strew a thin layer of raspings

butter.
over th£ fish) butter a fire-proof dish

large enough to hold it, sprinkle a layer

of chopped parsley over the bottom of the dish,

and lay the fish upon it. Now set the Dutch

oven in front of the fire, slip the dish into it,

pour a few drops of butter-melted over, and

watch the fish for a few minutes
;
try with a

skewer if tender, and draw the dish back as soon

as that occurs. Serve the fish steaming hot in

the dish in which it was dressed with a pat of

anchovy butter melting over it.

20
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For anchovy butter see No. 7, and proceed in

the same manner, mixing into the butter two

pounded anchovies instead of the parsley and

lemon juice. In a hurry, a good substitute may
be made by melting an ounce of butter, and

stirring into it a dessertspoonful of Moir’s anchovy

vinegar
,
an excellent preparation too little known

and used.

For breakfast it will be found very time-saving

if, for these cutlets, part of the best end of a neck

of mutton were slightly roasted the

previous day. On the morning re- u - Mut~

quired, with a sharp knife and meat- toncutlets

saw each little chop can easily be
wUh

, ,
. . ,11 ... broiled

detached, trimmea, and then be either mus/t .

broiled, or breaded and fried, as may be rooms.

desired. Serve the cutlets on a hot

dish, accompanied by broiled mushrooms in a

hot entree dish.

Prepare the buttered eggs as described in No.

3, and serve them hot from the stewpan upon a

bed of tomatoes dressed as follows :

—

Choose six moderately sized tomatoes
;

I2,

blanch them in scalding water for three
te,e

^
eSSs

minutes to facilitate the removal of the mato

°

skin, which having been done, take a

small stewpan, put half an ounce of butter into

it with one finely sliced half-ounce shallot
;
fry
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till beginning to turn golden, then empty into

the pan the whole of the tomatoes sliced thinly
;

stir round, and add ateaspoonful of coarsely ground

black pepper (fresh from a table-mill for choice),

a saltspoonful of powdered dry basil
,
and one of

salt. Continue the stirring for ten minutes over

a fairly brisk fire to prevent catching, and the

tomatoes will be ready. A tablespoonful of

white sauce, or the yolk of a raw egg should be

stirred in—off the fire—before final dishing up.

It is quite unnecessary to pass this through the

sieve. People fond of Continental cookery can

direct that one clove of garlic be stewed with the

tomatoes, uncut, to be picked out before serving.



MENU V.

Mol6 of brill (Indian).

Minced beef, with macaroni.

Eggs a la maitre d’hotel.

Brown flour scones.

13. Mole

of brill

This is a sort of fricassee. I presume that half

(say a pound) a nice-sized brill has been left the

previous evening. Detach all the meat

from the bones, take the latter, and put

them, with the skin and trimmings, an
(/W(#a«)

onion sliced, salt, six peppercorns, and a

little mace, into a small stewpan, cover with the

“ boilings ” (saved when the fish was first dressed),

and boil, then simmer for a quarter of an hour
;

drain
;
put the broth thus obtained in a bowl

handy. Meanwhile, when this was simmering,

slice a shallot in thin rings, also a bit of garlic

the size of a pea, fry these till yellow in an ounce

of butter, dredge in an ounce of rice flour and

teaspoonful of grated green ginger
;
slowly now

add the warm fish-broth by degrees, and a table-
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spoonful of desiccated cocoanut (as sold for pud-
dings) with a teaspoonful of lemon juice

;
let the

sauce come to the boil, simmer for five minutes,
colour it with a teaspoonful of turmeric, and
then strain it through the block-tin strainer over
the pieces of fish, which should have been placed

ready in a stewpan to receive the moistening.

Now gently warm up over a slow fire, garnish

with strips of finely cut green skin of chilli, dish

upon a hot dish, and serve steaming.

Boiled rice, if liked, may accompany the Mole,

as it does in India (see No. 20).

This should be almost wholly prepared over-

night. Pass as much cold beef as will yield

ten tablespoonfuls of mince through
14.Minced ^hQ mincer. Take one ounce of maca-
Cf^y

,
with . . ... , .

macaroni.
rom

>
or better stui, tbe remains of a

dish of macaroni au gratin or &

Vltalienne left from dinner. If the former, it

must of course be boiled. Take half a pint of

broth, thicken and flavour it as recommended in

No. 5. Put the mince into it, and set it in a

cold larder
;
also put away the cooked macaroni.

In the morning all you have to do is to butter a

fire-proof baking dish, and fill it with mince and

cut-up macaroni, diluting the whole with a little

more gravy or broth, and shaking over the sur-

face a layer of finely powdered crumbs and grated

cheesy in half-and-half proportions. Heat this
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thoroughly and send it up, in its own dish, upon

a folded napkin.

Arrange six nicely poached eggs upon six

squares of crisp, well-buttered toast.

Put a pat of maitre d'hotel butter upon ESSS A

the top of each egg the size of a shilling,

and send them up with the butter

melting over them. For the butter, see No. 7.



MENU VI.

Fried smelts.

Grilled partridge, with potato chips.

Eggs a l’lndienne.

Oat-cakes.

A dozen smelts of moderate size will yield a nice

dish for six. Egg and crumb them with finely

sifted stale crumbs, and fry them one by

siiielts

' 1

0ne *n very fat
)
drain on blotting-

paper, and send them dry and crisp

upon a fish-paper, with slices of lemon for

garnish. If fried without colouring overnight

they will be all the crisper when fried again in

the morning.

Make sure when you order a grill that it is

grilled—i.e., done on the gridiron. Grills are too

17 Grilled
°ften cooked in the frying-pan, and are

partridge, unsatisfactory in consequence (see No.

with po- 29). Besides this, mark the difference

tato chips, between a grill and a “ devil ”
;
the

?<5
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former need not necessarily be highly seasoned

or strongly peppered. The remains of four part-

ridges of which part of the breasts alone have

been used will give a nice dish of grill
;

let

them be neatly cut up, then butter the pieces,

sprinkle them with salt and black or white

pepper, and cook them on the gridiron, which

should be warmed and buttered to receive them.

Dish them, piled up, in a hot entree dish, and

send a plate of potato chips with them. For

chips, remember you use raw potato sliced

thinly and evenly, dried carefully, and then

boiled, as it were, in very hot fat. The pan

should be deep and not wide, so as to ensure a

bath of fat
;
not too many chips should be done

at a time
;
do them in relays, drain, dry on a hot

cloth in front of the fire and serve. For cutting

chips an even thickness, Woolf and Co.’s “vege-

table sheer ” is a most handy instrument.

GEnJs a VIndienne are poached eggs smothered
with a thickish curry sauce, and are not to be

confounded with curried eggs. Prepare

six squares of fried bread as in No. 9,
l8, ESSS

lay a nicely poached egg upon each of
a 1 Indu

them, and send them up at once with
the following sauce poured evenly over them :

Shred one shallot very finely, fry the slices in

one ounce of butter, or clarified dripping, over a

low fire till turning a pale brown
;

then mi*
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with them a dessertspoonful of curry paste and

a dessertspoonful of curry powder ; mix, fry at

least for five minutes, and stir in a teaspoon-

ful of rice flour
;
dilute the jam-like paste now

formed with broth or milk by degrees, stirring

over a moderate fire till you have about a pint of

liquid, add to this a dessertspoonful of desiccated

cocoanut, a teaspoonful of sweetish chutney, with

a small teaspoonful of salt. Let the sauce boil
;

skim off the scum, simmer for ten minutes, and

then pass through the pointed strainer over the

eggs. The English practice of spoiling all pre-

parations of curries with sliced apples, green

gooseberries, and other acids, should be care-

fully avoided : there is ample sub-acid in all

good curry paste—viz., tamarind. In India it

is not the custom to use acid adjuncts beyond

this, or a little lime juice. This sauce can of

course be made on the previous day.



MENU VII.

ABSTINENCE.

Broiled mackerel.

Mushroom curry—rice.

Eggs in the dish.

Sally Lunns.

The mackerel must of course be split, laid open,

and broiled. I recommend this sauce—a good

one for all fatty fishes : Proceed as

usual to make a breakfastcupful of I9
;

melted butter sauce
;
when nice and , .

smooth, stir in a tablespoonful of C.

F. Buckle’s “horse-radish zest,” a pungent and

well-flavoured composition very little known.

The yolk of a raw egg—stirred in off the fire

—

is an improvement.

Having peeled, trimmed, and cleaned a dozen

fairly large mushrooms, put them (overnight) to

simmer gently in the curry sauce described for

the eggs in No. 18 for half an hour. Keep in a

china dish during the night, warm up, without
29
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actual boiling, in the morning, and serve in a hot

entree dish.

For the rice there is only one method,
20. Mush - easiiy learnt. Having cleaned and sifted

the rice—say six ounces—prepare a large
curry—

.

r r o

rice.
vessel of boiling water, a gallon not too

much, put into the water a dessertspoon-

ful of salt, and the juice of half a lemon to preserve

the whiteness of the grains. When the water is at

a gallop

—

fully boiling—throw in the rice, and stir

it round with a wooden spoon
;
watch the clock

for ten minutes, stirring every now and then
;
after

ten minutes, test a few grains by pinching them

between the finger and thumb
;
as soon as soft,

probably in twelve or thirteen minutes accord-

ing to the size of the grains, stop the boiling

instantly by a dash of cold water, immediately

remove the vessel, and drain off every drop of

the water from the rice, returning the latter to

the now dry, hot pot in which it was boiled.

Shake well, replace this upon the hot plate, or

put it in front of the fire (a moderate heat re-

quired), and cover the rice with a folded cloth—do

not use the lid—shake the vessel now and then,

and after ten minutes’ rest the rice will be fit to

serve. The last process is necessary to dry and

disintegrate the grains.

N.B.—Never soak rice before boiling, or put it

into cold water, as some advise.
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Spread an ounce of butter on a fire-proof dish

sufficiently presentable to send to table
;
sprinkle

a thin dusting of salt and pepper over

the surface, break six eggs carefully into
21 '

the dish, dust a fine layer of salt over
dish

them, and set the dish on the hot plate

with brisk heat beneath
;
pass the salamander

over the surface of the eggs, so as to give heat

above as well as below the dish, and in about

four minutes, when the whites are set, the eggs

will be ready. A dusting of finely grated cheese

may be given over the eggs before serving if

approved
;
send up in the dish in which they

were cooked.

To obtain the appearance called an miroir

the salt should only be sprinkled over the

whites, and a teaspoonful of butter melted

should be poured over the yolks. This can

be set in the oven.

1



MENU VIII.

Fish cutlets.

Veal kidneys a l’ltallenne.

Omelette with mushrooms.

Devilled biscuits.

22. Fish

cutlets.

To about a pound of any cold fish left at dinner

cut up into a coarse mince, add four ounces of

crumbs soaked in fish-boilings or stock,

blend together, moistening with a break-

fastcupful of warm sauce (that remaining

after dinner should thus be used), with the yolk

of an egg mixed into it. Stir the mixture over a

low fire to thicken, then spread it upon a dish to

get cold and set during the night. The mixture

should be about half an inch thick when thus set.

In the morning cut out of it as many cutlets as you

can with a cutter
;
egg and bread-crumb them,

and fry in boiling fat as explained for smelts in

No. 1 6. Serve with a breakfastcupful of ordinary

white sauce with this flavouring, a tablespoonful

of Harvey sauce, a dessertspoonful of mushroom
ketchup, and a teaspoonful of anchovy sauce.

32
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Either broil the kidneys a la brochette (see

No. 2) or crumb them, broiling four minutes on

each side. For the sauce : thicken

half a pint of gravy or stock with a
2
J\

ea
.

quarter of an ounce of butter and a />//«/?-

quarter of an ounce of flour, stirring in enne.

a tablespoonful of mushroom ketchup

and a teaspoonful of anchovy vinegar (see No.

10). Next slice up two tomatoes, boil up in the

sauce, simmer for ten minutes, seasoning with a

saltspoonful of salt and one of roughly ground

fresh black pepper, then pass through the pointed

tin strainer into a hot sauce boat. To this sauce

may be added a mince composed of ham, mush-

room, and parsley—a dessertspoonful each of the

two former, and a teaspoonful of the latter, both

of course previously cooked.

Make the omelettes as described in No. 6,

omitting the herbs
;
having cut up four fairly

sized mushrooms, or a quarter of a pound
24 0me .

of any size, and fried the mince in butter htte

immediately beforehand. Keep the mince with

hot in the pan in which it was cooked, mush -

and as soon as one omelette is ready
rooms‘

to turn into the hot dish, rapidly pour half of

the former over the surface of the latter, which
will envelop it as it rolls over from the pan to

the dish. Repeat the process with the second
omelette.

4
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Fish Pudding.

Cold meat cutlets, with grilled bacon.

Eggs with anchovies.

Wholemeal cakes.

Pick about a pound of cold cooked fish free from

bones, skin, &c. Make with the latter and any

of the fish-boilings saved (flavoured with

pudding-
one onion shced, pepper, salt, and a

pinch of powdered mace), about a pint

of nice broth
;

strain this. Next take of cold

cooked potato the same bulk as you have of fish,

and boil three eggs hard. Measure two ounces of

butter and a tablespoonful of minced parsley.

Have the sauce left at dinner preserved for this.

Empty the fish and potato into a roomy bowl

and mash them together, adding the cold sauce,

and moistening with the broth to get the mixture

to work easily. Crush the hard-boiled eggs with

a fork and add them to the fish and potato
;

mix a teaspoonful of salt with one of white

34
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pepper, and a saltspoonful of mace, and dust the

seasoning into the mixture
;

stir in the parsley

and butter, and lastly a tablespoonful of milk.

All being blended, put the pudding into a but-

tered mould, put this into a pan with boiling

water round it half the depth of the mould, heat

it thoroughly in the oven, and then turn it out

carefully
;
shake some fine crust raspings over

it, and send to table. If liked, ordinary melted

butter and anchovy sauce may accompany in a

boat.

These are to be made with any cold cooked

meats—overnight—in the same manner as the

fish cutlets described in No. 22. Serve
26 Cold

them with fried parsley and tiny rolls meat cut-

of crisply fried bacon. Any brown lets, with

sauce left at the previous evening’s grilled

dinner may be warmed up to ac-
baL0H -

company.

Prepare six squares of crisply fried bread, as in

No. 9, butter them with anchovy butter (see

No. 10). Put a nicely poached egg on

each square thus buttered, and lay two 2
?;

little strips of anchovies, cut from the
chovies

filleted fish, crosswise, on the top of

each egg.



MENU X.

Fried soles—capers butter.

Devilled turkey.

Eggs with vegetable marrow.

Tea-cake, not sweetened.

For breakfast it is desirable to cut the soles

28. Fried “lto pieces
>
across—say two inches wide

;

soles— to egg and bread-crumb these, and fry

capers them as explained for smelts (No. 16).

butter. Serve after draining and drying in the

same manner.

For capers butter see No. 7, and proceed in

the way therein given, mixing into the butter a

dessertspoonful of well-pounded capers instead of

the parsley and lerfion.

On Grills and Devils.—For breakfast few

dishes are more popular than these, while the

excellence of devilled bones for a very
29. Devil-

jate SUpper nee(j hardly be mentioned.
led turkey. rr

.. ; . .

The utensil necessary for their prepara-

tion is the gridiron. Many cooks spoil their

36
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grills by using the frying-pan, for though the

bones may be served in a wet as well as in a dry

form, they must be themselves broiled over a

clear fire. The meat attached to the bone,

whether a turkey leg, or the bones of a saddle

of mutton, must be scotched with a sharp knife

criss-crosswise, and bountifully peppered with

this seasoning :—one teaspoonful of Nepaul

pepper, one teaspoonful black pepper coarsely

ground, two teaspoonfuls of salt, mixed well

together. Following these proportions a bottle

of “ grill-seasoning ” can be made, and labelled

for use when required. Mix your mustard for

your grill with Worcester sauce instead of water

or vinegar, and if you want “ the very devil ” of

a grill, add to it six drops of Tabasco. Smear
this over the seasoned bones, rub the bars of the

gridiron with butter, lay the bones thereon, and

grill them. If here and there they scorch a little,

so much the better. Serve without delay “from the

grid to the plate,” so to speak. This is a dry grill.

For a wet grill proceed exactly as directed for the

dry, but roll the bones, after broiling them, in a

saute pan for a few minutes in this sauce :

—

Devil sauce. — Take a breakfastcupful of

gravy, or a broth made from scraps, and half

an ounce of glaze or a teaspoonful of Brand’s

essence
;
put this into a saucepan and add to it

a tablespoonful of hot yet sweetish bottled chut-

ney, a tablespoonful of mustard mixed with
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Worcester sauce, a tablespoonful of mushroom
ketchup, a tablespoonful of Marsala, half a tea-

spoonful of red-currant jelly, and a teaspoonful

of chilli vinegar
;
heat all together to melt the

jelly and blend the ingredients, then strain, and

thicken with half an ounce of butter, and half

an ounce of flour, heat this up to boiling point

in a frying-pan, and roll the grilled bones in it off

the fire, serving them quickly with the rest of

the sauce in the pan poured over them.

A moderately sized young vegetable marrow,

cold boiled, and six hard-boiled eggs will be

^ wanted for this dish. Cut the marrow
30. t-ggs

wU/i into fillets freed from seeds, one and a

vege- half inch long, three-quarters of an inch

table wide, and the depth of the marrow
;

marrow.
suce each egg jn jia^ longitudinally

;

take the water in which the marrow was boiled

(an onion boiled with it would have been an

improvement), and using an ounce of butter and

one of flour proceed to thicken it
;
season with a

saltspoonful of black pepper, half one of powdered

mace, and a teaspoonful of salt : add a table-

spoonful of chopped parsley and a teaspoonful of

chopped chervil. Now arrange the eggs and fil-

lets of marrow neatly in a hot entree dish, add a

tablespoonful of milk, with which one raw yolk

has been well mixed, to the sauce off the fire, and

pour it over the fillets and eggs, steaming hot.



MENU XI.

Fish fritters.

Kidneys stewed with mushrooms.

Eggs “ mollets ” with “ ravigote.”

Muffins.

For these fritters, which will be found very

tasty, about half a pound of any cold fish, such

as whiting, fresh haddock, gurnard, or
,

plaice, that will pound easily, will be

enough. A batter must be made as
J

follows : Beat up the yolks of four eggs with

two tablespoonfuls of beer, one tablespoonful of

salad oil, and five tablespoonfuls of water.

Having pounded the fish well, mix it with the

beaten eggs, &c., and add a saltspoonful of salt,

and enough flour to bring the mixture to the

consistency of a thick batter. Put the frying

fat into a small but deep pan, and while it is heat-

ing, beat up the whites of the eggs to a stiff

froth, add this to the batter the last thing, and
then, when the fat is very hot, proceed to put

39
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about a tablespoonful of the mixture into it at a

time. The batter will frizzle up at the moment
of contact, and assume an irregular shape. Each
fritter having been cooked a rich golden brown,

should be drained with a perforated slice and

laid on a hot cloth to dry before dishing. Pile

the fritters on a hot dish, and serve with slices

of lemon.

About three-quarters of a pint of good broth

or gravy, six kidneys, and six medium-sized

32. Kid- mushrooms are wanted, and the pre-

ncys stewed' paration should take place on the

with mush- previous day. Take a stewpan and
rooms. commence by thickening the gravy

in the usual manner, then add the kidneys cut

into slices
;
stew them very slowly

;
if allowed to

boil they will be as tough as leather. After they

have simmered for about half an hour put in the

mushrooms, with a teaspoonful of salt and one

of black pepper, and half a sherry-glass of mush-

room ketchup
;
continue the stewing now till the

kidneys are done, then put the stew into a china

dish to keep till the next day. In the morning

put it into a stewpan, and if any additional liquid

is necessary add a little milk
;
warm up in the

bain-marie. When ready to serve, stir in a

dessertspoonful of Marsala.

Boil six eggs for exactly four minutes
;
put
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them at once into cold water
;
when cold care-

fully remove the shells
;
the eggs will be soft to

the touch, the yolks inside them not
33 £^s

having hardened. Have ready a pint “ mollets ”

of nice white sauce seasoned with with “ ra-

pepper and spiced salt
;

flavour this vlgote.

with a tablespoonful (mixed) of finely chopped

tarragon, parsley, chives, and chervil, and sharpen

it with a dessertspoonful of anchovy vinegar
;
put

the eggs on a hot dish, and pour the sauce

boiling hot over them. Serve.



MENU XII.

Fisli custard puddings.

Pur6e of grouse in scallops.

Eggs with mushrooms.

Scones.

These are tasty little fish puddings very easily

made. Any cold fish will do. Choose six dariole

34. Fish moulds, fluted or plain
;
butter them,

custard and sprinkle a layer of finely minced,
puddings. dry parsiey over this lining. Make
enough ordinary thick custard to fill the moulds

about half full each, seasoning it with salt and

pepper instead of sugar. Pick the cold fish free

from bones and skin, and cut it up into a coarse

mince
;
dust into this a saltspoonful of spiced

pepper
;

fill the moulds loosely with this, and

then pour the custard over each, allowing time

for it to settle well, and adding more custard till

the moulds are filled
;
put a round of buttered

paper over each of them, and place them in a »

saute pan with enough boiling water round

them to poach them nicely. When set, pick

off the papers, and turn the moulded custards

4*
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out. A saltspoonful of anchovy sauce may be

stirred into the custard before filling the moulds

if liked. Excellent with cold salmon.

Pick and mince the meat from the birds over-

night, and make as much well-flavoured broth

from the bones as you can. This hav-

ing been prepared, the work the next 35- Puree

morning will be quickly done. Simply fn
thicken the broth, flavour it with half

a teaspoonful of red-currant jelly and a dessert-

spoonful of Marsala, season it with salt, and a

teaspoonful of spiced pepper. Then stir in the

mince, keep it hot in the bain-marie while you
butter six scallop shells, into which, when ready,

pour the mince, shake a layer of pounded
crumbs over the surface of each, and heat well

in the oven or Dutch oven
;
brown the crumbs

with a salamander, and send up.

On six squares of fried bread place six nicely

poached eggs, pouring over each about a table-

spoonful of this sauce. Stew four

medium mushrooms, or a quarter of 36 - Esss
,

a pound of small ones, in milk, having

first cleaned them carefully and cut

them up into a coarse mince
;

season with

pepper and salt
;
when ready stir in a table-

spoonful of milk with which a raw yolk has

been mixed, off the fire, and use as directed.



MENU XIII.

Fried flounders, tomato butter

Curry cutlets, chutney sauce

Eggs with green peas.

Bannocks.

Procure enough flounders for the party, and

fry them as explained for smelts (No. 16)
;
serve

37. Fried drained dry on a hot dish lined with a

flounders,
fish-paper, and this butter on a plate :

tomato To two ounces of Brittany butter add
butter. a g 00(} tablespoonful of French tomato

conserve (it is much thicker than sauce), season

if necessary, and work them together with the

butter-bat. A little of this should be taken as an

adjunct with the fish, and allowed to melt over it.

Prepare overnight enough minced veal, mutton,

lamb, or even mixed meats—partly of fowl and

mutton, for instance—as will suffice for half a

dozen good cutlets. Dilute this with the sauce

given for No. 18, using gravy or broth instead of

44
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milk, and stirring into it the yolks of two raw

eggs
;
thicken gently over a low fire, carefully

avoiding boiling, then turn the mixture
3g. Curry

out upon a dish, patting it into a rect- cutlets,

angular shape, a quarter of an inch thick, chutney

with a wooden spoon
;
set this aside in a

sauce'

cool place for the night. In the morning it will

be quite firm
;
cut out of it six or eight neat cut-

lets with your cutter, bread-crumb and fry them

a golden brown, and serve with them the sauce

given for No. 8.

If fresh peas are not available—those left from

the previous evening’s dinner, for instance—

a

very nice dish for a change can be

made with a small tin of French pctits 39
.' ^sss

. . , . ^ i • ,
wtlh green

pots in this way : Open the tin, and
^cas _

placing a block-tin strainer over a

bowl, empty the contents of the tin into it,

drain thoroughly, catching all the liquid : next,

with half an ounce of butter and half an ounce

of flour make a thickening at the bottom of a

small stewpan over a low fire
;
when smooth add

the liquid from the tin, stir well, increasing the

heat and adding a coffeecupful of milk
;
bring

to the boil, and when nice and thick put in the

peas with a saltspoonful of salt, one of sugar, and

half one of white pepper. Now set the stewpan

in the bain-marie. When required turn the

peas with their sauce into a hot entree dish, and
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lay on the surface six nicely poached eggs, gar-

nishing with sippets of fried bread. A spoonful

of cream may of course be added just before

dishing the peas.



MENU XIV.

ABSTINENCE.
Khitchri (Indian).

Macaroni a la Livornaise.

Eggs in white sauce.

Sally Limns.

This dish, from which the so-called “kedge-

ree” of English cookery books was doubtless

taken, was originally a dish of rice

cooked with butter and an Indian pea 4° -

called afoV, but now it may either beJ^j
”

composed of cold cooked fresh fish, or

of salt fish that has been soaked and either boiled

or fried. Choose which you prefer—about one

pound will be enough—and with a fork divide

it into small pieces. Boil six ounces of rice, as

explained for No. 20. These preparations can

be made overnight. Boil three eggs hard, and

with a fork crush them, whites and yolks to-

gether, to a coarse mince. Melt over a low fire

three ounces of butter, and fry a very finely

minced shallot therein till it is a yellow colour
;
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now stir in the rice, using a wooden spoon, and
the pieces of fish, season with pepper and salt

and sufficient turmeric (about a teaspoonful) to

tint the rice a nice light yellow colour

;

lastly,

shake into the mixture the crushed hard-boiled

eggs, and empty the whole into a very hot dish.

N.B. — Both onions and turmeric may be

omitted, if it be desired, without prejudice to the

mixture generally.

Boil six ounces of macaroni
;
stew six medium-

sized mushrooms in milk, and season them with

pepper and salt. Make a breakfast-
41. Maca-

CUpfu j 0f tomato puree. Put a layer
rom a la / . . ,, ,

J
.

Livomaise. °* the macarom in a well-buttered,

fire-proof baking dish, moisten it with

some of the puree
,
put a little of the stewed

mushroom over that, and then another layer of

macaroni, finally dusting the surface over with a

layer of grated cheese. Bake, and send up very hot.

Six hard-boiled eggs sliced in halves longitudi-

nally, a pint of white sauce, seasoning of pepper,

salt, and powdered dried herbs. A
42-

^ff
S

tablespoonful of milk with the yolk
'

of an egg beaten up with it. Season

the pieces of egg, and arrange them on

a hot entree dish
;
heat the sauce very hot, stir

into it, off the fire, the tablespoonful of milk,

&c., and pour it over the eggs. Serve.



MENU XV.

Smoked brill.

Mutton kidneys bread-crumbed.

Eggs In cases.

Oatmeal cakes.

This method of serving fish for breakfast is a

speciality at the Bombay and Madras clubs. I

recommend its trial with brill be-

cause that fish is more like the Indian

“ pomfret ” than any other English

fish
;
at the same time the system is applicable

to any kind of flat fish or slices of fish, from

salmon downwards. Choose a fish of about a

pound and a half or two pounds. Take the flesh

from the bones as you do the fillets of a sole,

trim them neatly, and dry them with a cloth.

Now prepare a fire of cocoanut fibre (procurable

at Treloar and Sons, 70, Ludgate Hill)
;
when

damped it makes a great volume of smoke
;
place

the gridiron over the fire, but well in the smoke,

butter the fish fillets on both sides, lay them
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side by side on the gridiron, covering them, as

they are cooking in the vapour, with the lid of a

tin fish-kettle to concentrate the smoke. In

about ten minutes the fish will turn a rich warm
brown on the side nearer the fire

;
then turn it

and smoke the other side, which will take about

five minutes. The fillets can now be served

with any plain sharp sauce. The process can be

conducted in an ordinary fire-grate if the kitchen

range be a closed one, and in smoke produced

from damp clean straw, or shavings laid on a

wood fire.

Breaded kidneys. Six kidneys will do for the

party. Proceed as laid down for kidney a la

brochette (No. 2). Skewer them,
44 . Mutton

ornitting the bacon
;
egg and bread-

bread.
crumb them, boil over a bright, clear

crumbed, fire, and serve on the skewers, gar-

nished with crisply fried curls of bacon.

The sauce given for No. 23 will do.

Choose six little scallop shells, or mince-pie

patty-pans
;
put into each a piece of butter the

size of a cobnut, and a teaspoonful of

4S ' EggS
minced “ fines herbcs ”

—

i.e .,
chopped

in cases.

musjiroom) chopped parsley, and finely

chopped stem of fresh green onion, or chives,

the proportion of the mixture being equal mea-

sure of the first two ingredients to one-third of
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the measure of the last. Warm the shells over

the hot plate, and when the butter has melted

break an egg into each of them
;
shake a layer of

finely sifted bread-crumb over the surface, and

keep over moderate heat till the eggs set, then

brown them with the salamander, and serve.
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Fricassee of cod and oysters.

Rissoles of ham and chicken.

Omelettes with tomatoes.

Buttered toast.

Presuming that the fish for dinner has been

cod and oysters, a fricassee of what remains of

them will be nice for breakfast the
46. >1-

n£xt ^ Pick the meat in firm,
cassee ot J 1

cod and flaky pieces from the bones
;
put the

oysters, former aside, while with the latter and

the fish-boilings you make a strong

broth, using an onion and seasoning to assist the

operation
;
strain and turn this into a moderately

thick white sauce, and flavour it with a teaspoonful

of essence of anchovy. Now arrange the cod in

a stewpan, moisten it with the sauce, and heat it

gently up in the bain-marie to steaming point
;

lastly, add the remaining oyster sauce, and

empty the fricassee into a hot entree dish. Or
the mixture may be put into a fire-proof dish,

dusted over with raspings, and baked.
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These can be made the previous day, and can

be easily heated for breakfast. Having prepared

your salpicon, or coarse mince of ham ^is _

and chicken (a quarter of a pound of soles of

the former to half a pound of the ham and

latter), with a good thick sauce, in chicken.

which the yolks of two raw eggs have been

mixed, roll out rather thinly half a pound of

nice puff paste, and out of it cut six or eight

circular pieces four inches in diameter. Put a

tablespoonful of the scilpicon upon each of these,

turn over the paste, and wet and pinch the edges

allround. The rissoles—now of a semi-circular

or cocked-hat shape—should be plunged into very

hot fat and fried fast. The next day let them
be heated on a hot napkin in the Dutch oven.

Fried parsley is the usual garnish, and a boat of

tomato sauce a good accompaniment. Please

note that bread-crumbed mixtures of meats (cro-

quettes) are not rissoles, though often called by

that name.

I will now give you the variation in omelctte-

making promised in No. 6. Select a roomy
omelette pan

;
see that it is clean and

dry
;

break, one after another, five 48 - 0me '

eggs, carefully separating the yolks

from the whites
;
put these into sepa-

rate basins, whisk the whites to a stiffish froth,

and mix the yolks well with a fork. Place the
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pan on the fire with half an ounce of butter
;

let

this get hot as for the omelette in No. 6, and

when it is ready quickly amalgamate the con-

tents of the two bowls and pour the mixture

into the pan
;

let it alone for three minutes,

shake, and turn the omelette over upon a bed

of tomatoes, as explained for No. 12 . The
minced herbs mentioned in No. 6 can be stirred

in with the yolks if liked, and a teaspoonful of

salt should be mixed with them also.

If you possess a glazing-iron, heat it, and pass

it closely above the surface of the omelette while

the bottom is setting. In any case the upper

side remains frothy, and is buried as the omelette

laps over in dishing. It is as light as a souffle ,

and sweet omelettes thus cooked are excellent.

N.B.—Owing to the frothiness of the mixture

a large pan is necessary. If this be not available

it will be safer to divide the mixture, putting

it into two bowls separately, and to cook each

independently. The fire should not be too fierce.
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Sardines au gratin.

Crepinettes of mixed game,

Eggs with prawn butter.

Devilled biscuits.

Accidents may sometimes occur when it may
be found very convenient to fall back on the tin

of sardines. On such an occasion this

will be found a useful recipe :—Care-

fully lift out a dozen sardines one by aratin .

one, lay them on a medium-sized joint

dish, separately
;
tip the dish up, and pour gently

over the little fish a stream of very hot water, to

carry off the fishy oil
;
pour this off once or twice,

drain, and the sardines will be clean. Now
choose a flat gratin dish, or' fire-proof baking

dish, butter it liberally, and strew over the

butter a goodly sprinkling of the “fines lierbes ”

given in No. 45. Lay the sardines on this bed,

putting a saltspoonful of the herbes on each of

them, dredge lightly over all a dusting of fine

ss
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salt and white pepper mixed together, pour a

few drops of melted butter over them, and a

thin layer of crust raspings
;
heat thoroughly in

the Dutch oven, and serve.

Although the term is usually applied to pre-

parations of minced meats, wrapped in pig’s

50 . Crtpi- caul
>
crumbed, and fried, a crepinette

nettes of is literally a thing frizzled, or made
mixed crisp, and pancakes are very useful as

Same- envelopes for salpicon of any kind.

Make two or three ordinary thin pancakes

plainly seasoned with salt and pepper instead

of sugar, and a sprinkling of finely chopped

parsley. Let them get cold, then cut out of

them a dozen pieces five inches long and four

wide
;
lay these on a floured pastry board, brush

a coating of white of egg over the upper surface,

upon this put a good tablespoonful of hare,

grouse, partridge, or mixed game puree
,
mois-

tened with a thick brown sauce, as given for

No. 35, and roll the pancake up as you would a

sausage-roll. A very thin slice of cold cooked

bacon may be laid over each of the crepinettes

first, and the mince over it. This much can be

done the evening before. To prepare the cripi-

nettes for the table : Egg and bread-crumb

them, and either fry them in boiling fat, or

bake them. Curls of fried bacon can accom-

pany them.
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Poach the eggs, lay them on squares of fried

bread, and send them up with a pat of this

butter melting over them: Choose six ^
nice boiled prawns; pick them; pour a with

jug of cold water over the shells and prawn

meat also
;
when quite clean pound butter,

•

meat and shells together in a stone mortar,

using an ounce of butter to assist the pound-

ing. When thoroughly pounded pass the paste

through a hair-sieve into a bowl of cold water,

skim it off the water, drain it, and add it to

another ounce of butter with the butter-bat,

seasoning it with a saltspoonful of salt, white

pepper, and mace blended. Shrimps may be

substituted for prawns.
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Pried plaice, shrimp butter.

Fowl (or turkey) marinaded.

Eggs in bread sauce.

Tea-cake—not sweetened.

Skin and trim a plaice, dividing it into fillets two
inches and a half long, and one and a half wide :

52. Fried marinade them all night, as recom-

plaice, mended in No. 73 - In the morning
shrimp wipe them dry, egg, bread-crumb, and
butter.

fry these as explained for smelts (No.

16). Serve on a neat fish-paper garnished with

slices of lemon, and send in with them a little

plate of shrimp butter made as explained for

prawn butter (No. 51).

Cut up a chicken or half a large fowl into neat

pieces as for fricassee. Put these overnight into a

soup-plate in a marinade composed of two table-

spoonfuls of salad oil, two of vinegar, one finely

sliced shallot, one inch length of celery shredded,

58
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a dozen peppercorns, a sprig of parsley chopped,

and a saltspoonful of salt. In the morning drain

the pieces, dry them, prepare a bath of

boiling fat, dip the pieces in frying j>
3 '

batter (No. 116), fry a golden brown
; Zrinaded.

drain, dry, and pile upon a napkin.

Flavour a pint of milk as you would for bread

sauce— cut in quarters and blanch a three-

ounce onion in boiling water for five

minutes, drain the pieces and simmer 54 - Egg*

them in the milk with six cloves and
sauce.

a saltspoonful of salt. When nicely

flavoured turn the milk into a white sauce, with

half an ounce of butter and the same of flour.

Choose a large fire-proof baking dish, butter it,

pour over the bottom of it a layer of the sauce at

least a quarter of an inch deep
;
over this strew

a layer of pounded bread crumbs seasoned with

salt, pepper, and mace blended. Put the dish

in the oven for a few minutes to heat without

boiling, take it out and slip into it carefully,

without breaking one of them, six eggs
;
dust a

layer of very fine raspings over the surface, and

return the dish to the oven just long enough for

the eggs to set. Grated cheese may be mingled

both with the crumbs and the raspings if liked.



MENU XIX.

Dried haddock, with egg sauce.

Devilled kidneys.

Curried eggs.

Vienna rolls.

Soak and boil the haddocks (two required, if

small) till the meat can be picked easily from

55. Dried t^ie bones and skin
;
make a good pint

haddock
,

of egg sauce slightly flavoured with
with egg anchovy, arrange the picked haddock
sauce. on a very ]-j0t dish, season it with a

little salt and black pepper, pour the egg sauce,

steaming hot, over it, and serve.

Impale the kidneys as described in No. 2, give

them a broil for two minutes, then roll them

on a dish, upon which you have spread
56. Devil-

a layer of made mustard
;
now

ledkidneys
J

•

dust over the mustard-coated kidneys

a good seasoning of salt and black pepper, and

continue the broiling till they are done. Serve

with the sauce given in No. 8.
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Curried eggs differ from eggs a VIndienne

(No. 1 8), inasmuch as they are hard-boiled, while

the latter are poached, and are sim-

mered in the curry sauce, not merely
eggs

covered with it as the poached eggs

are. Boil overnight six eggs hard, slice them

when cold in halves longitudinally, cut twelve

nice fillets of cold cooked vegetable marrow or

stewed cucumber, each piece to be about the size

of one of the half eggs. Prepare a curry sauce

as given for No. 1 8, put into it the eggs and

pieces of marrow, and slowly heat them up to

steaming point
;

let them rest all night thus pre-

pared, and simply re-heat the dish in the morn-
ing. The curry will be far better if allowed

thus to marinade for twelve hours in its own
sauce. Fried ham or bacon may accompany.



menu XX.

Lobster cutlets a la Turque,

Irish stew a la Wyvern.

Poached eggs with Italian sauce.

Barley meal scones.

Either fresh or tinned lobster may be used.

Take enough lobster to form, with an addition

of one-third of its bulk of panada,
58.Lobster about s jx or e{ght n jce cutlets

;
season

cutlsts a la . .
°

.
’

. .

Turque.
the mixture

>
after pounding and mixing

it well, with salt, white pepper, and

mace blended
;
moisten it over a low fire with

white sauce (in which the raw yolk of egg has

been mixed) for a few minutes to thicken, and let

it set firmly in a dish. Thus much having been

done overnight, proceed the next morning to

form the mixture into cutlets or balls and cook

in the manner described for No. 22. Rice a la

Turque should accompany

—

t.e., “ yellow rice
”

thus prepared : Boil six ounces of rice according

to the directions for it in No. 20, then drain,
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shake over it a teaspoonful of turmeric powder,

mixing it well into the rice
;
a dust of nutmeg

may be also given. Pile the rice on the hot

dish prepared for it, and arrange the cutlets or

balls round it. If liked the sauce mentioned for

No. 8 may accompany.

I adopt a slightly different way of making

Irish stew, which I think may be liked. Take

the best end of the neck of mutton,

cut from a small-sized sheep and not S9<

too fat. Divide this into eight or ten ...

.

0
. Wyvern.

equally sized cutlets, and put them into

a large stewpan with eight ounces of onions, four

of carrots, four ounces of turnip, and an ounce of

celery, with a seasoning of salt and black pepper-

corns. Bring once to the boil and then simmer

slowly for an hour. When nicely done, and the

meat quite tender, strain off the broth, and set it

to get cold and throw up the fat
;
put the cutlets

on a dish, and the onions on another separately.

Now peel and boil two and a half pounds of

potatoes, which, when ready, drain and mash in

their own hot saucepan, mashing the onions from

the stew with them, and moistening the whole
with enough of the now skimmed broth to bring

the vegetables to the consistency of a good pur'ee.

If required, a little more salt and freshly ground
black pepper seasoning can now be added. Next
put the cutlets into a stewpan, add a spoonful or
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two of the broth to the puree of potato and

onions, pour this over the meat, and slowly heat

up the stew to steaming point. Dish in this

way : arrange the cutlets in a row in a hot silver

dish, and mask them with the puree. Some add

milk or cream to Irish stew, but I do not think

it necessary. In my way you have all the flavour

of the mutton broth and no grease
,
while the

potato is creamy and free from lumps, with the

onion there, but not en evidence.

60. Poached Put six poached eggs on six squares

eggs, with of fried bread, and pour enough of the

Italian sauce given in No. 23 to cover each

nicely.
sauce.



MENU XXI.

ABSTINENCE.
Fillets of sole, with shrimps.

Spaghetti a la Milanaise.

Omelette with artichokes.

Muffins.

Have a good-sized sole neatly filleted. Order

the bones and trimmings to be sent in with the

fish, and with them make a good fish 6l pmet$

broth. Also order half a pint of picked of sole,

shrimps, mince them not too finely, with

and season the mince with salt, white shrimPs‘

pepper, and a pinch of mace. Lay the fillets on

a board, brush the upper sides of them with

white of egg, and spread over each a coating of

the mince after having moistened it with a

quarter of a pint of white sauce made with the

fish broth and thickened with a raw egg. Roll

up the fillets and poach them in the remaining

broth to set the farce. Let them get cold. If

thus prepared overnight they can be lightly

floured or bread-crumbed and fried for breakfast,

anchovy or shrimp butter accompanying.

6 65
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Spaghetti seems more delicate than macaroni.

Weigh six ounces of it and boil the spaghetti till

tender
,

1 then drain
;
while hot, and in the

62. Spag- same saucepan, quickly melt a couple of

Milanaise
ounces °* butter mto it, stir it well

about with a wooden spoon, flavour it

with a teaspoonful of spiced pepper, and finish

with three ounces of grated cheese
;

stir all to-

gether vigorously, and then serve piled up on a

hot dish, steaming.

Cut six artichoke bottoms into six pieces each,

toss them in chopped parsley and butter, season-

ing with white pepper and salt
;
make

63. Ome- an omelette in either of the ways
lette with

a jrea(jy explained. Dish as follows :

artichokes. J r

Melt a pat of butter at the bottom

of the hot entree dish, put in the artichokes,

upon them lay the omelette
,
and serve.

1 Boil macaroni or spaghetti exactly as you do rice (No.

20) for all ordinary purposes. It should be firm not pulpy.
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Whitings au gratin.

Little moulds of ham and chicken.

Buttered eggs with grated beef.

Wholemeal cakes.

Choose two large or three medium whitings,

untouched by the fishmonger. Have them
simply trimmed and scored—i.e., cuts

about a quarter of an inch deep, made 6
.

4- Whl ~

at two-inch intervals along both sides.
tin

fl.

au

° gratin.
Thus prepared they will lie flat on the

gratin dish, not curled round in the manner
invariably adopted by the fishmonger. Butter

the baking dish well, sprinkle over its surface

a saltspoonful of salt and one of white pepper,

and dredge about two tablespoonfuls of fine rasp-

ings over all. Brush the whitings on one side

with egg, and sprinkle over them some finely

minced mushroom, put them in the dish with

this side upwards, melt half an ounce of butter

and moisten the surface of the mushrooms,
sprinkle a layer of chopped parsley over that, and

67
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two more tablespoonfuls of raspings, moisten

with a coffeecupful of broth, and set the dish

in the oven for ten or twelve minutes
;
serve in

the same dish laid on a napkin.

N.B.—The mushroom is, of course, optional.

Pound well on the day previously seven ounces

of cold cooked chicken and five ounces of cold

lean ham, after first passing the meat
65. Little through the mincing machine

;
incor-

'liamand Pora ^-e with this six ounces of panada, one

chicken, ounce of butter, a saltspoonful of white

pepper, half one of mace, and a pinch of

salt
;
mix all together with two well-beaten eggs,

and about two tablespoonfuls of thick white

sauce made with broth extracted from the bones

and trimmings of the chicken. Now butter six

or eight dariole moulds, shake a thin lining of

rasped crumbs over this, then proceed to fill the

little moulds with the mixture
;
shake them down

well so that the latter may settle closely into them,

then with the back of a saltspoon scoop out a

hollow in each
;
into these little cavities put a

teaspoonful of the sauce, and close them with

a cap of the mixture you took out, smoothing

over the surface with the blade of a dessert-knife

dipped in water. Now poach the little moulds

till set firmly, and put them in a cold place till

morning, when they can be gently warmed en

bain-marie and turned out.
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Prepare six squares of hot buttered toast,

cover each with a canopy of buttered
66 But

eggs, and sprinkle a layer of finely tered eggs

rasped Hamburg or cold salt beef with

(red) over the top of each
;

serve as gratedbeef.

hot as possible.
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Salt cod with egg sauce and potatoes.

Calf’s liver a l’ltalienne.

Eggs with shrimp cream.

Oatmeal scones.

Steep a pound and a half of salt cod for six or

eight hours in lukewarm water, changing it three

67 Salt
ti 0165

)
finally leaving it in cold water

cod -with for three hours longer. Put it on to

egg sauce boil in cold water
;

as soon as boiling

andpota- ease 0ff the fire, and let it simmer for

five minutes, drain it, set it on a hot

dish on a bed of nicely mashed potato, and pour

a pint of well-made hard-boiled egg sauce over it.

The potato should be worked more as a puree in

the French way—that is, diluted with stock or

milk until it can be poured out of the saucepan

about the consistency of porridge.

Slice up about a pound or so of calf’s liver

lengthwise, about half an inch thick, season with
70
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a seasoning composed of salt, white pepper, and

powdered dried herbs in equal portions, and a

saltspoonful of mace blended with it.

Melt four ounces of clarified dripping 68. Calf's

or veal suet in a frying-pan
;
when this

is hot put in the liver, fry for three

minutes on one side, then turn the

slices and fry three minutes on the other side
;

take the slices out and lay them on a hot entree

dish closely covered. Now put into the frying

fat one ounce of flour, work it well, add one shal-

lot chopped small, a couple of mushrooms also

chopped, and enough broth to bring the sauce

to a nice consistency
;
finally add a tablespoonful

of chopped parsley
;
skim well, pour through a

pointed strainer over the liver, and serve.

Poach six eggs, and lay them on squares of

fried bread, and cover them with this sauce :

Half an ounce of butter, half an ounce
6g g

of flour, and enough milk to make a wnh *

rather thin sauce. Season with a salt- shrimp

spoonful of salt and black pepper cream.

blended, and stir in enough potted shrimps to

thicken the sauce well.
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Stewed fish.

Epigrams of mutton.

Eggs with Soubise sauce.

Sally Lunns.

For this choose any cheap yet clean fish

—

i.c
., not

“fatty,” as herrings, mackerel, &c.
;
about one

and a half pounds enough, have the

/f°/i

Std7Vld
fish filleted if you wish, but ask that all

the “ cuttings ” may be sent with it.

With the latter, assisted by two or three onions,

a bit of celery, six peppercorns, a seasoning of

salt, a bunch of parsley and herbs, and a table-

spoonful of grated horseradish
,
make a good fish

broth
;

strain when quite done, and thicken,

then put the fillets into it, and simmer them till

they are cooked
;

lastly, stir in the yolk of an

egg, off the fire
;
dish on a hot dish, and serve.

Select about a pound and a half of breast of

mutton, cover it with cold water, and stew it,

72
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with ordinary broth, vegetables, and seasoning,

till it is tender, then strain off the broth, take

out the mutton, remove the bones

(they will come out easily), sprinkle 7 1 - Bpi-

some salt and pepper over the meat,

and put it on a dish under a weight for

the night, setting the broth in a bowl. In the

morning cut the meat into convenient pieces
;

egg, bread-crumb them, and fry them a nice

colour in very hot fat
;
dish on a hot dish, and

send this sauce with them : Take the fat off

the bowl of broth, put about half a pint of it

into a saucepan, colour it a nice brown with

browning, and mix into it a teaspoonful of red-

currant jelly, a tablespoonful of Harvey, one of

mushroom ketchup, a teaspoonful of anchovy

vinegar, and a dessertspoonful of Marsala. If the

fire be clear the pieces of mutton may be broiled

instead of being fried.

Prepare six “ ceufs mollets ” (No. 33), put them
in a hot entree dish, and pour over them a pint

of sauce Soubise

—

i. e., three two-ounce

onions boiled till tender in milk or 72
;
ESSs

broth, then passed through the sieve— Sou

heated up in the same liquid slightly

thickened with arrowroot, seasoned with pepper

and salt, and finished with a yolk of a raw egg

if liked. Prepare the sauce overnight.
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Fried brilL

Salmis of game.

Devilled eggs.

Muffins.

About one pound and a half of filleted brill.

Parboil them overnight, and lay them, when
cold, in a marinade composed as

follows: Four tablespoonfuls of salad

oil, one of vinegar, an onion sliced in

rings, a tablespoonful of chopped parsley, one of

mixed green herbs, the peel of half a lemon, and

a teaspoonful of black pepper and salt blended.

In the morning take the fillets out of the mari-

nade
,
wipe them, egg, bread-crumb, and fry them

as explained for smelts (No. 16).

N.B .—-Maitre d'hdtel butter may accompany.

Although a true salmis should be made with
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game which has been only partly cooked before-

hand, a very eatable dish can be concocted out

of the remains of birds, provided that _ , .

, , i . j t> 74 . Salmis
they have not been over-roasted, rre-

0j- game%
suming, then, that you have some

remains of game—hare, grouse, black game,

or partridges—you can proceed in this way on

the evening before : Cut off all the available

meat, and, giving it a dust of salt and white

pepper, put it by. With all the bones, skin, and

any gravy that may be over, make the best game
broth possible. For this pound all the enamelled

bones before putting them into the pot, add any

trimmings of bacon or ham, a bunch of sweet

herbs, and an ounce of glaze
;
cover with warm

water, boil, and simmer. When satisfied that

you have got all that the ingredients can yield,

strain the liquid off, and leave it in a bowl all

night. The next morning thicken this, add a

tablespoonful of Marsala, a teaspoonful of red-

currant jelly, one of anchovy vinegar, and such

seasoning as you may consider necessary. When
fully flavoured put in the meat, and let the salmis

warm slowly to steaming point without boiling,

keep in the bain-marie till required, and serve.

If the whole process were carried out overnight,

the dish would be all the better, gentle re-heating

being alone necessary the next day.

These may be either poached eggs on toast,
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capped with “devil sauce” (No. 29, slightly

thickened), or hard-boiled eggs cut in

Sff halveS lengthwise, placed in a hot

entr'ee dish, and moistened with “chut-

ney sauce ” (No. 8) as steaming hot as possible.



MENU XXVI.

Fried llsli a l’lndienne.

Kubab of liver and oysters.

Buttered eggs with shrimps.

Crumpets.

This depends upon a peculiar batter in which

the fish is dipped before frying. Fillets of

whiting may be chosen. Having pre-

pared a bath of boiling fat, fry them, ?6 ‘ Fr
\

ed

after having dipped them in this
!n

mixture :

—

Beat up two raw eggs in half a pint of milk,

thicken this to the consistency of a batter that

coats the spoon when lifted from it with pea-

flour, add a saltspoonful of turmeric, a saltspoon-

ful of ground ginger, and the same of salt and
white pepper blended.

This is only a kubab in so far that the viands

are strung upon skewers in the Oriental manner.

Choose about a pound of lamb’s or calf’s liver,
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and cut it into slices one-third of an inch thick,

an inch wide, and an inch and a half long, egg

77. Kubab and crumb them with finely pounded

of liver stale crumbs
;
take one dozen cooking

and oysters, and wrap each of them in
oysters. a very thin slice of streaky bacon

;

egg and bread these also with fine crumbs.

Now pass these on to your skewers in alternate

order—first a piece of liver, then an oyster, then

a piece of liver, and so on
;
melt a couple of

ounces of clarified dripping in a frying-pan, and

fry for three minutes on one side, then turn the

skewers, and fry for three more on the other

side
;
drain, dry, and serve on a very hot dish.

A pint of picked shrimps, six eggs, and six

toasts. Make buttered eggs of the eggs, butter

78 But- the toasts, and toss the shrimps in a

tered eggs frying-pan in a couple of ounces of

with butter
;

let them absorb the butter,

shrimps. then turn them on to the toasts, and

pour the hot buttered eggs over them.
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Fried Bhell-flsh.

Chicken pur4e with mushrooms.

Egg mol6.

Oatcakes.

A dish of fried shell-fish, as is often presented at

the Italian breakfast, is a nice variation from the

ordinary routine. Take a dozen fair -

sized shelled prawns, and a dozen

shelled scallops
;
make two pieces of

^

each prawn by slicing it lengthwise, and slice

the scallops in the same way
;
spread a layer of

flour on a clean cloth, and roll the pieces of

shell-fish in it
;

let this dry, and then turn them,

a ladleful at a time, into a bath of boiling fat.

Fry a golden yellow, drain, and pile the crisp

fritters (like whitebait) on a napkin
;
dust salt

over them, and serve with slices of lemon, brown
bread-and-butter.

N.B. Scallops alone are quite acceptable when
thus presented.
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Enough minced chicken for the party should

be made in the usual manner, and six mush-

rooms, each the size of a five-shilling-
80. Chicken

pjece should be broiled or fried in

mushrooms.
butter - Butter S1X S(luareS of fned

bread, cover them with the steaming

mince, and lay a fried mushroom on the top of

each square.

Lay six poached or hard-boiled eggs in a hot

silver entree dish, and pour over them a sauce

81. Egg niade like that given in No. 13, oiwy

moll. use milk instead of fish broth for the

moistening.



MENU XXVIII.

ABSTINENCE.

Semolina fritters of fish.

Vegetable curry (Malay).

Eggs a la voyageuse.

Indian crumpets.

Boil twelve ounces of semolina in sufficient milk

to form a paste. Let it get cold, then roll it out

a quarter of an inch thick, and line

a dozen oval tartlet moulds with it. *j

2 ' s‘mo'

Fill these with a stiffly reduced
£(rs 0jrjisjt

shrimp sauce, in which the shrimps,

cut into dice, are plentiful. Close over each

little patty thus formed with a covering of

semolina paste, wet the edges, pinch the tops

securely to the lining, and then take them out of

the moulds, egg, bread-crumb, and fry in very

hot fat, like rissoles. Drain, dry, and send in on

a napkin with fried parsley. These can be pre-

pared, all but the frying, overnight. Remains of

lobster, oysters, scallops, or prawns, may be

similarly cooked.
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Choose the following vegetables : Six cooked

artichoke bottoms, the same weight of cooked

vegetable marrow or cucumber, six
83. Vege-

SprjgS 0f flower 0f not over-cooked
table curry ,. n . ,

(Malay)
cauliflower, three cooked potatoes of

moderate size. Cut the artichoke

bottoms into four pieces each, cut the vegetable

marrow also into pieces about the same size, and

slice the potatoes into similarly small discs.

Then proceed as explained for curried mush-

rooms (No. 20), serving rice with the curry as

therein described.

Lay six poached eggs on six fried toasts, and

pour over each a little of this sauce : half a pint

of milk thickened with a quarter of an
84- Fggs ounce 0f butter, and the same of flour,
u let

1 '

flavoured with a tablespoonful of
voyageuse. .

1

r , c
Harvey sauce, a dessertspoonful of

tomato ketchup, a teaspoonful of anchovy vinegar,

and salt to taste. A tablespoonful of milk with

one raw yolk beaten up in it may be stirred in

as a finishing touch, off the fire, just before

using the sauce.
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Orlys of fillets of bake.

Twice-laid of salt beef.

Eggs a la Bordelaise.

Bannocks.

Trim the hake into convenient pieces for frying,

and marinade them as explained for the brill

fillets (No. 73). Before cooking them,

wipe the pieces carefully, make a good ^' 9/^
r • , ... , offillets
frying batter (No. 116) and prepare a

0j hake
bath of boiling fat. Dip the pieces

into the batter, and fry them a rich golden

brown. Serve piled upon a hot napkin.

This simple dish can be made very tasty with

a little trouble. Pass half a pound of lean

Hamburg spiced or salt beef through

the mincing machine
;
cut the fat into

S6 ‘ Twtce '

dice, fry them till well melted, then
^

empty the contents of the pan into

a hot saucepan containing about a pint and a
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half of well-mashed potato : stir well together

with a wooden spoon, adding by degrees the

minced beef, and moistening the mixture with a

few spoonfuls of broth or milk. Turn the whole

into a well-buttered mould, and bake until

thoroughly hot, then turn out, and shake some
fine raspings over it. Garnish with curls of

bacon.

Bake overnight three good-sized onions on a

buttered dish until they are quite soft. Boil six

eggs hard. The next morning take off

la ^Bor
downed outer skin of the onions,

delaise
anc* m ince them, and take four sardines

from the tin, free them from oil, and

cut them up rather small. Put an ounce of

butter into a frying-pan, throw into it the minced

onion, set the pan on a low fire, add the sardines,

fry very gently
;
meanwhile warm the hard-boiled

eggs by putting them into hot water. All being

hot, empty the mince into a hot entr'ee dish, slice

the hard eggs, across, into pieces, strew them

over the mince, and serve very hot.



MENU XXX.
Kippered salmon.

Croquettes of mixed meat.

Omelettes with asparagus.

Muffins.

Cut six nice pieces from a kippered salmon, and,

if necessary, soak them awhile to remove some

of the saltness, then dry them, butter 88. Kip -

them, and dust some pepper over them, pered

then wrap in well-oiled papers, and broil Salmon -

over the clearest fire on a gridiron.

These can be made of mixed cold meats over-

night, and will be much improved by the remains

of a pate de foie gras
,
sweetbread, a g9 . Cro-

spoonful of ham or tongue if it can be quettes of

spared, and the same of minced cooked mixed

mushroom. But none of these ex-
ineat-

pensive things is essential. Having minced the

meat, seasoned, and flavoured it, stir it in a bowl

in which you have poured a quarter of a pint of

thick white or brown, sauce, with the yolks of

85
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two raw eggs blended with it
;
warm all in a

saucepan together, but without boiling, then put

aside the mixture to set firmly. Next morning

strew a pastry board with finely powdered and

sifted crumbs, divide the mince into equally

sized parts, roll them into drumlike shapes, egg,

crumb, and fry them in boiling fat till of a nice

yellow-brown colour
;
drain, dry, and serve piled

up upon a hot napkin. Any nice brown sauce

can accompany.

Cooked asparagus, either fresh or tinned, may
be employed in this dish. Cut all the tender

part into quarter-inch dice, boil the
°m

*h

sta^s *n mdk, stra in
>
thicken the milk,

asparagus.
season it; with salt and PePPer »

and Put

the dice into it. Make two omelettes

as recommended in No. 6, and add the asparagus

as described in No. 24. Serve as hot as possible.
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Whitebait.

Vienna steakg.

Omelettes with shrimps.

Knotted rolls.

Few dishes of fish are nicer for breakfast than

whitebait. They are none the worse for having

been fried overnight
;
on the contrary

;

for a plunge into very hot fat for two,
^ati
^

or three minutes at most, and careful

draining and drying, they are all the crisper.

Serve them with slices of lemon and thin brown

bread-and-butter in the usual way.

Vienna steaks are made in this way : Take
half a pound of lean veal uncooked, and half a

pound of lean beef also uncooked

;

mince the two meats finely, season
92 ‘

... J ’ na stiaks.

with spiced pepper and salt, and add

a dessertspoonful of chopped parsley and a tea-

spoonful of finely minced shallot
;
mix into this

87
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two well-beaten eggs, and turn the whole out

upon a flat dish. The mixture should be about

three-eighths of an inch thick. This having been

done the previous day, in the morning all that

has to be done is to cut the now firm mass into

rounds with a three and a half inch cutter; flour

and fry them [saute) in butter three minutes on

one side, turn, and three minutes on the other,

serving them on a hot dish in a circle, with a

small mound of mashed potato in the centre.

Plain brown gravy may accompany in a sauce

boat.

The omelettes should be cooked in either of the

ways already described (see No. 6, or 48), and the

shrimps should be added in the manner
93 . Owe- explained for the mushrooms in No. 24.
lates with

'ph should be prepared as follows :

Having picked enough boiled shrimps

to fill a half pint measure generously, pound the

shells of the tails in a mortar with one ounce of

butter, pass all through a hair-sieve, and put it

into a small saucepan over a low fire, add the

picked shrimps and a dust of mace, stir well to

heat thoroughly, and spread half of the contents

of the saucepan over the surface of each omelette

just before turning the latter into the dish.
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Slices of Salmon, grilled.

Ham steaks.

Eggs in cases with mushrooms.

Irish scones.

Cut a piece of salmon into six slices half an inch

thick. If the piece be a deep cut from the

middle of a fine fish three slices will be

sufficient, each being divided into two 94 - Sltces

pieces down the naturally marked divi-

sion of the fish. Remove the skin, and

let the prepared slices lie all night in a marinade

composed of four tablespoonfuls of salad oil, two

of red wine vinegar, a dessertspoonful of chopped

chives or finely shredded shallot, a tablespoonful

of chopped parsley, and a sprinkling of spiced

salt. In the morning lift the slices from the

marinade
,
wipe them, and wrap them in well-

buttered papers, twisting the ends of the papers

to secure them firmly. Butter the bars of a well-

cleaned gridiron, lay the cutlets one by one
89
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thereon, and boil them over a clear fire, turning
them frequently. They will take about twelve
minutes. If cut thicker, say three-quarters of an
inch, and not wrapped in paper, they will be
done in a quarter of an hour. In this case the

slices must be buttered before being laid on the

gridiron.

These are cut out of a raw ham in quarter-

inch thick slices and broiled over a clear fire.

The secret of success lies in having the

sieaks
ham, or a portion set aside for steaks,

soaked as if for boiling, and to send

the steaks in absolutely straight from the grill.

Excellent steaks can thus be cut from a gammon
of prime bacon, but the soaking and speedy

service must be carried out with the same care.

Stew a quarter of a pound of trimmed mush-

rooms in milk
;
when done, drain them, chop

them up small with a silver dessert-

96- Fggs knife. Thicken the milk custard-wise

l’lithviush
w ’ t ^1 the yolks of two raw eggs, stir in

r00ms. the minced mushroom and enough

finely sifted white crumbs to bring the

mixture to the consistency of a farce, seasoning

with salt and a saltspoonful of spiced pepper.

With this line half a dozen well-buttered china

cases, leaving a hollow in the centre of each, into

which break a fresh egg. Set the cases in a
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shallow pan with hot water an inch deep round

them, and poach them in the oven for eight or

ten minutes. Pour enough of the sauce men-
tioned below to mask the top of each, dust over

with fine raspings, and serve.

Sauce : only six dessertspoonfuls wanted. Take
the trimmings of the mushrooms, wash, dry, and

simmer them in just enough milk to cover them,

for twenty minutes, season with a pinch each of

salt and pepper
;
afterwards strain, thicken the

broth thus obtained, and use as directed.

N.B.—The mushrooms should be prepared the

day before.
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Fish pudding with rice.

Grilled breast of mutton.

Eggs in coquilles.

Indian crumpets.

Any cold fish carefully picked from the bones

will do, or a combination of fish such as salmon

and whiting, for a little salmon improves
97. Fish

pU(Jding greatly. Take eight ounces
puddmg ^5 and four ounces of boiled rice,

one hard-boiled egg crushed with a

fork
;
mix together in a bowl, seasoning with

a saltspoonful of spiced pepper, and one of salt,

and moistening with any fish sauce that may
have been left, or milk, with one well-beaten egg.

When worked to the consistency of a pudding,

put the mixture into a buttered mould, place

a round of paper over the exposed end, and set

the mould in a large stewpan in boiling water

one third of its depth
;
cover the vessel, and let

it steam for forty minutes (see p. 99). The mould
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can then be taken from the stewpan and the

pudding turned out. If any fish broth be

available, a white sauce, flavoured with a few

drops of anchovy sauce, may be poured over the

mould.

Trim and stew a breast of mutton or lamb

with six ounces of onions, four ounces of carrot,

an ounce of celery, a bouquet of herbs,

and seasoning, with sufficient water to 98 - Grilled

cover all well, till tender. Take the

breast out of the broth, remove the

bones at once, and place it between two dishes

with a weight upon the upper one. This must

be done while the meat is hot on the afternoon

of the previous day. Save the broth. In the

morning release the piece of meat from the

weight, and cut it into neat pieces three inches

long by one and a half wide. Score, and season

these highly, grill, and serve with crisply fried

parsley, and the “ devil ” sauce given for No. 29
,

using some of the broth that was saved in its

making.

Boil six eggs hard. Fry a couple of fairly

large mushrooms. Take the yolks out of the

boiled eggs, chopping the whites into

little squares, and treating the mush- 99- Eggs

rooms in a similar manner. Mix the

chopped whites and mushrooms, season

m co-

quilles.
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with spiced pepper and salt, and moisten them
with a spoonful or two of good brown sauce

;
add

the crushed yolks with a little more sauce—just

enough of the latter in all to form a nice moist

mince. Butter six china scallop shells, put an

allowance of the mince in each, smoothing the

surface in dome shape
;
shake a layer of finely

sifted white crumbs over them, pour a few drops

of butter melted upon each, and set in the oven

till nicely browned. Serve very hot.
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Cod’sroe cutlets.

Croustades of mixed meats.

Eggs on the dish a la Monaco.

French rolls.

Put a whole cod’s roe, with the skin intact, into

boiling water for five minutes. Take it out,

put it on a sieve, and pour a jug of

cold water over it. Then return it
IOO. Cod's-

roe cutlets.

to the stewpan, to the water in which

add a tablespoonful of vinegar and one of salt.

Simmer slowly for twenty minutes, or thirty if a

large roe. Then drain, and set it in the larder

to get cold. When required in the morning, cut

the roe into half-inch slices, trim these into

cutlets with a cutter, egg, bread-crumb, and fry

them a nice colour, then drain and dry, serving

with brown bread-and-butter and sliced lemon.

These can be made out of any combination of

cold meat, and if the following proportions be
95
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maintained—approximately—will be found very
nice for breakfast : To two-thirds finely minced

cold roast beef, mutton, veal, or fowl,
ior. Crou- anow one-third minced ham, tongue,
5

mixed
lean bacon, or lean pressed beef.

meats. Blend a mince thus apportioned,

season it with spiced pepper, and

prepare half a pint of nicely flavoured brown
gravy, slightly thickened. A good flavour will

be got by adding to the gravy one tablespoon-

ful mushroom ketchup, one dessertspoonful of

Harvey sauce, a teaspoonful of vinegar from the

walnut pickle, and a teaspoonful of Marsala. For

seasoning a saltspoonful of sugar and one of salt.

For the croustades choose six small stale dinner

rolls
;

slice off the rounded top of each as you

take the top off a boiled egg
;
then, using a fork,

pick out the crumb without injuring the outer

crust. Six bread-cases having thus been pre-

pared, fry them in very hot beef dripping till

pale golden in colour
;

drain, dry, and keep till

wanted. In the morning butter the inside of

the cases, sprinkle over this a layer of finely

minced parsley. Next, taking enough mince to

fill each case, put it into a bowl, dilute with the

sauce till nice and moist, fill the cases, strew a

layer of fine crumbs over the tops, set them on a

buttered baking tin, and put this into the oven

for a few minutes, just till thoroughly hot.

Meanwhile fry six curls of bacon, crisply, and
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when serving the croustades put a curl on the

top of each one.

In a small saucepan put a claret-glassful of

tomato sauce, with a tablespoonful of melted

glaze
;

season with a saltspoonful of

spiced pepper, dilute with broth or I02 - ESS5

milk to bring the liquid to the con- '^f
1

sistency of thin cream, then pass it
aC0m

through a strainer into a fire-proof

china dish
;
break, six eggs into this carefully

without breaking, and put a few drops of melted

butter on each egg
;
then set the dish in the

oven, and as soon as the whites are set take it

out, and serve on a napkin laid upon a larger

dish.

8
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Haddock In a mould.

Chicken cutlets, Indian way.

Eggs on the dish with bacon.

Crumb-muffins.

Take the flesh from both sides of a medium-
sized haddock. Put the head, skin, bones and

tail, with an onion sliced, six pepper-

£

Had'

corns
>
anc* a bouquet of herbs, into a

mould
stewpan with sufficient water to cover

all
;
season with a saltspoonful of salt,

boil, and simmer for half an hour, then strain off

the broth, which should be thickened with butter

and flour (one ounce of each to half a pint), and

finally enriched—off the fire—with the yolk of a

raw egg. This being ready, proceed to pound

the flesh of the haddock in a mortar, moistening

it during the operation with a spoonful or two of

the sauce. When well pounded pass the fish

through the sieve, and to it add half its bulk of

white bread-crumb that has been soaked in milk
;

98
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pound all together, moisten slightly with the

sauce and two well-beaten eggs, seasoning with

spiced pepper. When well mixed, butter a plain

pudding mould, fill it with the mixture, and

poach it “ au-batn marie ”

—

i.e., place it one-third

deep in boiling water, watch it come again to the

boil, then lower the fire and steam as you would

a pudding, closely covered, for three-quarters of

an hour. In the morning set the mould again in

hot water, and keep it so until thoroughly heated

through, when it should be turned out upon a

hot dish. Any unexpended sauce there may be

should be warmed and poured over the mould.

The legs and thighs of fowls, the breasts of

which have been used for an entree
,
will do well.

The meat may be cooked or not. The
remains of a turkey may be thus I04- Chtc'

utilised. To three-quarters of a pound
k‘n cut!ets

>

, . , . , .

r Indian
of cold cooked meat allow six ounces

wajfm

of cold cooked pork sausage. Mince
the meat, not too finely, and chop up the

sausages, removing the skin
;
add a teaspoonful

of minced shallot, a dessertspoonful of parsley,

and a sprinkling of salt
;
mix all together with

two raw eggs, spread the mixture on a dish three-

eighths of an inch thick, and let it stiffen during
the night. In the morning cut it into cutlets

with a cutter, flour them, and lay them in a

saute pan with an ounce of butter. Fry six
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minutes (three on each side), and dish in a circle

with fried parsley as garnish.

Cut into thin slices enough cold cooked bacon

to cover the bottom of a large fire-proof dish.

Slightly butter the dish, cut the slices

io5 - Eggs
jnt0 jnc ]-

1 SqUares, and lay them over

°with

dlSh
bottom of the dish. Put it into

bacon.
the oven

>
let the bacon cook for five

minutes on one side, then turn the

pieces and cook five minutes longer. Now take

the dish out of the oven and break six eggs into

it, return it to the oven till the whites are set,

then dish in the manner described for No. 102.
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ABSTINENCE.

Sole as whitebait.

Mushroom fritters.

Omelette a la Soubise.

Barley-meal scones.

This is a fanciful way of serving fried sole,

which, as a change, may be acceptable. Skin a

medium-sized fish, and detach the long

fillets on either side of the spine. Cut Io6-
f
ole

these into strips about the size of a
a£™

t

'nte '

largish whitebait, toss them in a floured

cloth, and plunge them in relays into a bath of

boiling lard or clarified suet, in which a frying-

basket has been set
;
in six or seven minutes they

should just turn colour, when lift the basket out

of the bath, drain for a moment over the pan,

then turn out upon a sheet of blotting-paper

placed in front of the fire so as to dry. When
all have thus been fried, drained, and dried,

sprinkle them with salt, dish on a very hot dish,

serving with brown bread-and-butter and lemon
cut into quarters.

IOI
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Half a pound of good fresh mushrooms should
be chosen. It is never advisable to buy these

very nice fungi after they have turned
io 7.Musk-

biac k;. Commence by boiling two eggs

t

J hard
;

while this is proceeding, trim,

peel, and prepare the mushrooms,
putting all the stalks and peelings into a sauce-

pan, with a pinch of mignonette pepper and

two of salt
;
cover with milk, milk and water, or

water, according to your resources, and bring

once to the boil, simmering afterwards for twenty

minutes
;

then strain through muslin — for

there may be grit in the mushroom trimmings

—and save the broth in a bowl. Thicken

this with a quarter of an ounce of butter

and a quarter of an ounce of flour, reducing

it somewhat, and lastly add (off the fire) the

yolk of a raw egg. Next cut the mushrooms

up into a coarse mince, and, putting this into a

saute pan with an ounce of butter, fry it for five

minutes over a moderate fire. Remove the pan

from the fire. Chop up the hard-boiled eggs,

whites and yolks together, and add this to the

fried minced mushroom, seasoning with a tea-

spoonful of spiced pepper and salt. Dilute this

with a few spoonfuls of the sauce, and again, over

a moderate fire, proceed to cook the mixture,

adding a little more sauce if it seems necessary.

When the mixture thickens well, stop, turn the

contents of the pan out upon a dish, pat it into
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shape with a wooden spoon, making it about a

quarter of an inch thick, and leave it to get firm

during the night. In the morning cut this into

cutlets
;

egg, bread-crumb, and fry a golden

brown, and serve with fried parsley.

In this case an onion p:iree a la Soubise is

added to an omelette just as the latter is on the

point of being passed into the dish.

Cook the omelettes (for there had better
*

‘

^ ^

'

be two, as already advised) in either of soubise.

the two methods (No. 6 or 48) that

have been given, adding, at the period indicated,

this puree
,
which would of course be made over-

night.

Mince six ounces of onion, plunge this into boil-

ing water to blanch for seven or eight minutes
;

strain carefully, turn the mince into a stewpan, and

over a low fire
;

stir it about to dry thoroughly,

then add a tablespoonful of milk, simmer, and

continue adding by degrees till the onion is

covered with milk
;
now simmer till the onion is

cooked, then strain, pass the mince through the

sieve, thicken the milk in which it was boiled

with a quarter of an ounce of butter and the

same of flour, pass in the puree
,
amalgamate

thoroughly, adding the yolk of an egg beaten up
in a tablespoonful of milk to finish with.
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Sea-bream on the dish.

Chicken a la chevalier.

Buttered eggs with mushrooms.

Brown rolls.

Fillet a sea-bream neatly. With all the trim-

mings make a broth as described in No. 103 ;

when this is ready strain it into a shallow
109. Sea-

pan just jarge enough to hold the fillets :

bream on ... . ,

tJu dish
a C0PPer saute pan with an upright

rim will do
;

place this on the fire,

bring to the boil, put in the fillets, and in three

minutes reduce the heat to simmering
;
in eight

or ten minutes the fillets will be sufficiently done

for our purpose. Put them aside for the night,

carefully saving the broth. In the morning

thicken the broth, giving it a teaspoonful of

anchovy sauce, and having arranged the fillets

on a buttered flat dish that will stand the oven

pour the sauce over them in sufficient quantity to

mask them neatly ;
dust over the surface a layer

IO4
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of finely grated cheese, and set the dish in the

oven just long enough to heat thoroughly
;

remove it when this has taken place, pass a

heated glazing iron over the surface to make it

a yellowish brown, and serve. Any cold cooked

fish may be similarly dressed. Serve of course on

the dish in which it was cooked.

An easy way of presenting a rechauffe of

chicken, fowl, or turkey. Remove the legs and

thighs from a pair of cold roast or boiled

birds, put them aside while you pick ”°'

ofif all the remaining meat on the car-
cjieva ii(r

cases. Pick all the burnt skin out of

this, and chop up the bones that remain, with

which proceed to make a broth. Pass the meat

through the mincing machine or chop it upon a

board. Season this with spiced pepper and salt.

Thicken the broth slightly, and moisten the

mince with it, heating the mixture in the bain-

marie. Score, season, and grill the joints that

were cut off in the first instance, dishing as

follows : On the bottom of a hot silver dish

place a piece of crisply fried bread for each piece

of grilled fowl, spread a layer of the mince on

each of these, and place the leg or thigh over

that, garnishing the whole with crisply fried

curls of bacon. In the case of a turkey the

joints must be cut crosswise into convenient

pieces.
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Buttered eggs with mushrooms can either be

served upon toasts—first the mushrooms and

then a covering of the egg mixture

—

iii. But- or a iayer 0f mushrooms can be laid on
tend eggs

f)ottom Qf a hot s ilver dish with
with mush-

rooms. the buttered eggs over them. A third

way is to incorporate the mushrooms
with the buttered eggs the last thing before dish-

ing the latter. Prepare the eggs as shown in

No. 3, and the mushrooms as in No. 36.
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Cutlets of moulded fish.

Ox-tongue fillets devilled.

Eggs in caseB with ham.

Crumpets.

Prepare on the day before the cutlets are wanted

a mould of fish as explained in the case of “ had-

dock mould ” (No. 103). This can be

made of mixed fish, and if any salmon, 1 12. Cut-

lets of
remains of lobster, or shrimps can be ,, ,

worked in with it, so much the better. jisju

Put the mould away at night, and in the

morning cut it into neat pieces—cutlet shapes if

liked—which egg, bread-crumb, fry in boiling fat

a golden brown, and serve crisp and dry with

fried parsley.

Cut from a cold boiled tongue eight or ten neat

slices a quarter of an inch thick
;
prepare as

IO7
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many rounds of fried bread
;

get ready half

1 13. Ox- a P*nt °f the “devil sauce” already

tongue explained in No. 29. Trim the tongue

fillets slices free from skin, and season them
devilled, wit-h grill seasoning (No. 29). Give

them a few turns on the gridiron, lay them on

the toasts, and pour the sauce over them.

Butter six china cases or scallop shells
;
take

enough finely grated ham to fill an afternoon tea-

cup
;
moisten this with twice the quan-

”4- Eggs
t ity 0f g00(] brown sauce and stir in

withham t ^ie °f a raw egg off the fire when
the mixture is ready. With this line

your cases or shells, leaving a hollow space in

the middle of each to hold an egg. Put the

cases in hot water to poach and set the lining,

then take them out. In the morning warm

the cases, slip a poached egg into the hollow

of each of them, pour a dessertspoonful of hot

brown sauce over every egg, and serve.
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Baked smelts.

Kromeskis of chicken.

Eggs with oysters.

Devilled biscuits.

Large smelts are the best for this dish. Butter an

oval fire-proof dish, sprinkle finely minced parsley

over it, on this bed lay one dozen
_ ^

smelts
;
moisten them with half a pint

a ‘

of white sauce, strew them over with

fine raspings pretty thickly, put into a moderate

oven for ten minutes, and serve in their dish

placed on a napkin.

Make a mixture of chicken—or veal with ham,

lean bacon, or any tasty adjunct—as if for

croquettes (No. 89). In the morning
mix a frying batter: Put four and a

half ounces of flour into a bowl, make a
c/L icken .

hollow in the centre and put into it

a quarter of a pint of water, half a saltspoonful of
Z09
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salt, the yolks of two eggs, and two tablespoon-

fuls of salad oil. Mix thoroughly till the batter

coats the spoon with a coating the eighth of an

inch thick, adding water, if necessary, to attain

that consistency. Twenty minutes before using

stir in the whites of the two eggs well whipped.

For the kromeskis cutout of thinly sliced cooked

bacon eight or a dozen pieces about three inches

long and two inches wide
;
lay a tablespoonful

of the minced meat in the centre of each of these,

roll them up, dip them into the batter, and fry in

a bath of boiling fat till they turn a light brown

colour
;
drain, dry, and serve on a napkin.

The oysters should be prepared the previous

evening. The operation is very simple, yet it

requires care. Order a dozen sauce
1 '7' F-SSS oysters to be sent up with their liquor,

‘sun

°y '

Strain the latter, for it is often gritty

with little atoms of shell, into a small

saucepan, putting in with it the beards taken

from the oysters
;
add fish broth, milk or water

to moisten well, and boil, simmering afterwards

for half an hour. Strain off this liquid, let it get

cold, put the bearded oysters into it, empty it all

into a saucepan and set it on the fire—the heat

moderate—watch now, and the moment signs of

boiling can be detected, stop
;
reduce the heat to

the lowest simmering temperature, and in two

minutes the oysters will be ready. If allowed to
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boil the oysters will be leathery. Now take out

the oysters, thicken the broth, put them in again,

and keep this in a china or earthenware bowl

during the night.

In the morning boil six eggs hard
;
cool them

in cold water
;

slice them crosswise, butter a fire-

proof baking dish, put a layer of the eggs at the

bottom of it, arrange the oysters, now taken out

of the sauce, over this, and cover with another

layer of egg slices, seasoning each layer with

pepper and salt, moisten the whole with the

oyster sauce, cover the surface with raspings

somewhat thickly strewn, and put the dish in

the oven until steaming, when serve. This is

obviously an easy way of disposing of any oyster

sauce left from dinner the previous evening.
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Scalded whitings.

Potato cutlets.

Poached eggs a la Colbert.

Barleymeal scones.

1 1 8. Scalded

whitings.

Get the whiting untouched by the fishmonger

except cleaning. Put the fish (three or four,

according to size) upon a dish over-

night, squeeze a lemon over them,

and sprinkle with salt. In the morn-

ing put a fish-kettle with drainer on the fire with

as much water as you think will cover the fish

nicely, add to it a dessertspoonful of vinegar and

a teaspoonful of salt, wipe each fish, and when
the water boils put them into the kettle

;
this

will stop the boiling
;
let it come up to the boil

again, then draw back the vessel
;
from five to

eight minutes must now be allowed, according to

size
;
drain as soon as tender, getting rid of all the

water from the fish, and serve with slices of lemon

and brown bread-and-butter. This is perhaps
1X2
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the most easily digested dish of fish that can be

presented either at breakfast or any other meal.

It is equally practicable with small-sized fresh

haddock.

Take two pounds of potatoes (weighed after

paring), steam or boil, pass through the sieve,

moisten in a bowl with two well-beaten

eggs, work to the consistency of smooth
X

t̂l
^°iat°

dough, adding a spoonful of milk if

necessary. Spread a slight layer of flour on a

board, turn the potato dough upon it, flour and

roll it out as you would ordinary dough for

pastry. Sift a thin layer of finely grated cheese

over the surface, and dust over with salt and

spiced pepper
;
fold over, roll out again, fold, and

put it away. Prepare eight or ten tablespoonfuls

of any nice minced meat, moistening it as ex-

plained for croquettes (No. 89). Set this aside

also. In the morning roll out the potato paste a

quarter of an inch thick with a three-inch cutter,

cut this into rounds, put a tablespoonful of the

croquette mixture on each round, fold over, and
pinch the edges securely. Brush over with egg,

roll in finely sifted crumbs, and either heat them
up on a buttered baking tin in the oven, or

plunge till well coloured in boiling fat.

Choose six scallop shells
;
put into them a

lining of roughly minced kidney prepared in

9
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this way :—Take a pair of fine mutton kidneys,

or half a veal kidney, previously cooked—those

taken out of a cold roast joint will
120.Poach-

. cut Up }nto smaii squares,
1

Colbert

a m°isten the mince with a quarter of

a pint of any brown sauce there may
be left, or thickened gravy from a joint, flavoured

with a tablespoonful of mushroom ketchup.

Heat up this in the morning and use as follows :

—Having lined each shell with the mince, slip a

poached egg into the hollow, put a teaspoonful

of the sauce on each egg, and serve.
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Herring fillets fried.

Rabbit au gratin.

Eggs with artichokes.

Tea-cake—not sweetened.

Take the flesh from four fresh herrings, one

long fillet from each side. Save the roes. Put

the fillets overnight on a flat dish,

sprinkle them with salt, and squeeze 121 • ^er'

a few drops of lemon juice over each of

them. Give the roes a fry and put

them away—they will come in for “ a savoury ”

at dinner the next day. In the morning wipe,

egg, bread-crumb, and fry the fillets as crisply as

possible in boiling fat, serving them nicely dried

after draining on a napkin, slices of lemon
accompanying.

Pick all the meat remaining from a couple of

boiled rabbits, the back fillets of which may have
been used at a previous meal

;
save all the onion

"5
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sauce that may have been left, and as much of

the boilings as may not have been used. Butter

a fire-proof baking dish, strew this over with

finely minced parsley, arrange the pieces
122. Rab

•

0f meat over this, dusting them with

gratin
spiced pepper and salt, and moistening

with the onion sauce supplemented

with a spoonful or two of the boilings thickened.

Having finished the packing, dredge a good

layer of raspings over the surface of the

rabbit, and put the dish into a moderate oven to

heat thoroughly. If well moistened, this will be

found a nice dish for a change.

This should be made with artichoke bottoms

(fonds tTartichauts), but a decidedly nice combi-

nation can be made with Jerusalem arti-

I23 * Eggs chokes. Arrange six cooked artichoke

'chokes**'
bottoms on a buttered fire-proof dish,

pour a few drops of melted butter on

each, warm in the oven, take out the dish, put a

nicely trimmed poached egg upon each, sprinkle

a dust of spiced pepper over each, or a drop or

two of tarragon vinegar, and serve. When made

with Jerusalem artichokes, the puree is the

simplest method to choose for the vegetable
;

line a well-buttered fire-proof dish with this,

dust a fine layer of grated cheese over the sur-

face, dress the poached eggs neatly in hollows

scooped out of this bed, and serve.
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ABSTINENCE.

Trout fried and marinaded.

Croquettes of vermicelli.

Eggs with green herb sauce.

Crumpets.

Practicable with small trout. Clean six quarter-

pounders, trim, sprinkle them with salt, and fry

them in butter in the sant'e pan. Put

them, when thus cooked, in a deep dish, l 2j- Trout

and let them get cold, pouring over

them a marinade composed of four

tablespoonfuls of salad oil and three of anchovy

vinegar, seasoned with a teaspoonful of finely

grated horseradish, a tablespoonful of chopped

parsley, a teaspoonful of chopped thyme or

marjoram, and one of chives if not objected to.

Let this stand all night, and serve as it is. An
excellent summer dish.

Prepare the vermicelli exactly as explained for

spaghetti (No. 62), cutting it up small and adding
117
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a coffeecupful of tomato conserve to it, a quarter

of a pint of white sauce, and two raw eggs. Stir

altogether over a low fire, then spread the mix-

ture upon a dish during the night for

125. Cro-
it t0 stiffen. In the morning shape

queues of
jnto little ovals as described for

vermicelli.
meat croquettes (No 89), and cook in

the same manner. If liked, the ovals may be

rolled in crushed uncooked vermicelli instead of

bread crumbs.

Pound in a mortar two ounces of carefully

picked and scalded leaves of chervil, parsley,

chives, tarragon, and watercress with

126. Eggs six capers and the fillet of a boned
with green ancfj0Vy . paSs the whole through the
hetb sauce.

gjeve
^
ancj stir ft into half a pint of

white sauce. Arrange six poached eggs on fried

squares of bread and pour a portion of the sauce

over each.
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Oyster cutlets.

Sausages with potatoes

Eggs a la Portugaise.

Brown flour scones.

For these turn to No. 1 1 7, and follow the

directions therein given both in regard to the

making of the oyster broth, and the

cooking of the oysters, but using
1

(.^j ff
Ster

eighteen sauce oysters instead of twelve.

After the latter have been cooked drain them
from the broth, and put them on a plate. Next,

presuming there is about half a pint of broth,

proceed with half an ounce of butter and half an

ounce of flour to thicken it
;
while cooling some-

what, cut the oysters up into small pieces and

put them with two ounces of bread-crumb soaked

in milk and the yolks of two raw eggs into the

broth, stir together over a low fire to thicken,

but do not boil on any account, and then turn

the mixture out on a dish, and leave it in a cool
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larder for the night. In the morning shape the
mixture in flat oval shapes with two wooden
spoons, or cut them with a cutlet cutter, egg,

bread-crumb, and fry in boiling fat
;
drain, dry,

and serve with slices of lemon and brown bread-

and-butter.

This homely dish can be made worthy of service

at any table if a little trouble be taken with the

potato, the dishing up, and the frying
128. Sau- 0f sausages. Taking the last first,

potatoes

1

*° Preserve the sausages in shape with-

out bursting, time must be taken—that

is to say, the sausages, having been pricked, must
be put in melted beef dripping over a low fire

and cooked slowly and thoroughly. People who
think that sausages are too rich will find them
much plainer if they be partly boiled before

frying. Prick them well, put them into hot

water, bring slowly to the boil for fear of bursting,

then simmer for five minutes
;
after this they can

be drained and fried till brown. For the potato :

Boil or steam half a dozen fairly sized potatoes,

drain, mash, pass through the sieve, moisten with

an ounce of butter and a coffeecupful of milk,

season with a teaspoonful of spiced pepper and a

dessertspoonful of grated cheese, add the yolk of

a raw egg, mix thoroughly, pat into six neat,

elongated ovals, set these on a buttered baking

tin, which put in the oven till thoroughly hot
;
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take the tin from the oven, with a slice lift the

potato ovals, lay them on a hot dish, put a well-

drained sausage, free from all fat, upon each, and

serve.

Cut up six tomatoes weighing in all, say, three-

quarters of a pound
;

cut up very finely one

small shallot, say, half an ounce. Put

half an ounce of butter at the bottom \

2
?'

. ,, ... alaFottu-
of a small stewpan, melt it and put

ise

in the minced shallot, season with

spiced pepper and salt, fry over a low fire till

turning pale golden brown, then add the toma-

toes, increase the fire, now stirring the tomatoes

well, the object being to reduce their wateriness

somewhat. When nicely pulped, pass the mix-

ture through the sieve and put it aside. In the

morning butter a fire-proof china dish, arrange

the puree on the bottom of it, warm this in the

oven, take it out, hollow out with a spoon six

little cavities in the tomato bed and slip a raw

fresh egg into each of them. Place the dish in

the oven again till the eggs have set nicely, and

serve.
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Fillets of brill k la meuniere.

Devilled sheep’s tongues.

Fried eggs and bacon.

Oatmeal scones.

Having procured eight or ten nice fillets of brill,

lay them on a flat dish, lightly sprinkle them
with salt, and squeeze a few drops of

lemon juice over them. In the morn-
of brill ala . . , _ , , ,

meuniere
in§ wlPe them, flour them, and having

melted a couple of ounces of butter in

a saute pan over a low fire, put them therein,

turning them frequently till done
;
then drain

and arrange them on a hot dish
;
add another

ounce of butter (melted) to the butter in the

saute pan, let this turn a pale brown
;
then take

the pan from the fire, add a teaspoonful of

anchovy sauce to the butter, let it froth, and stir

in little by little a couple of tablespoonfuls of

vinegar that has been warmed separately, and a

teaspoonful of finely-minced parsley. Empty
122
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this over the fried fillets, and serve. The point

of this method of cooking fish will be entirely

lost unless the dish containing the fillets be as

hot as possible, and the sauce that is added

equally so. It must be served without any delay

whatever.

The six sheep’s tongues must be cooked until

tender, and skinned on the previous day. In

the morning trim off the unsightly

roots of the tongues, dip them in

melted butter, lay them on a buttered
tongues%

gridiron, and let them just catch the

fire nicely. Arrange them upon a hot dish on

croiltons of fried bread with a crisp curl of bacon

between each, and a masking over them of the

sauce given for No. 29, the basis of which can be

the broth in which the tongues were cooked.

One of the very commonest of breakfast dishes

in the British Isles is fried eggs and bacon. In

the majority of cases it may be described

as an arrangement of eggs in a con-
* 3 2, F,l*d

dition of boot-leather, surrounded by

greasy slices of bacon, and resting upon
a layer of discoloured melted fat. Now it is by
no means easy to fry an egg properly. The
usual way in vogue is to put the eggs, three or

four at once, into the far too scanty quantity of

niched fat in which the bacon was cooked. This
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method is altogether wrong. In the first place,

the eggs and the bacon must be prepared

separately, the former being fried one by one

as follows : Empty four ounces of fresh lard into

a small but deep frying-pan, just large enough to

hold the fat when melted and accommodate one

egg. Heat the lard as for whitebait, and when
ready, slope the frying-pan so that you can slide

gently upon its surface a fresh egg, previously

broken from the shell into a large spoon. It

will set very quickly, lift with a perforated slice,

drain thoroughly, and proceed with the next.

Six eggs having thus been fried, dried, and

trimmed as to their edges, lay them on squares

of fried bread upon a hot dish, garnishing with

curls of crisply-fried bacon, or with bacon cut

into small squares and similarly dry-ir\e&.
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Fried sprats.

Broiled fowl with mushrooms.

Eggs with liver.

Irish scones.

When sprats are in season they make a nice

breakfast dish. Treat them as much as possible

as you would whitebait : flour, fry at a

gallop in a boiling fat, drain, dry well,

sprinkle with salt, and serve with

brown bread-and-butter and lemon. They may
be egged, crumbed, and served as smelts, but this

is more troublesome than flouring.

Choose the drumsticks and thighs of a couple

of cold roast fowls
;

score, rub with butter,

season with salt and spiced pepper, and
I34 Broiled

grill on a well-buttered gridiron. Treatfozvi wuh
six or eight nice-sized mushrooms in tnush-

like manner. Dish the latter on rooms,

croiltons of fried bread with the broiled fowl

arranged round them.
125
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If there happen to be any fowl, turkey, or

rabbit livers available, or three ounces of lamb’s

or veal liver, cooked, cut it up into

!wV/i liver
sma^ squares, which keep ready on a

plate, dusting them over with salt and

spiced pepper. Put into a small saucepan half

an ounce of butter with half an ounce of finely-

minced shallot, fry till turning colour over a low

fire, then add half an ounce of flour, mix and

continue the frying for five minutes, then stir in

half a pint of broth, meat gravy, or soup that

may have been left, let the sauce come to the

boil, then simmer, adding one tablespoonful of

mushroom ketchup, a teaspoonful of walnut-

pickle vinegar, and half one of red-currant jelly.

Mix well and pass through a strainer into a

clean bowl, empty the mince into this, and set it

aside for the night. In the morning warm the

liver sauce in the bain-marie
,
adding a dessert-

spoonful of marsala. Keep this hot while you

prepare a fire-proof china dish, then put in the

liver, making little hollows for the reception of

six fresh eggs. These having been put in, set

the dish in the oven till the eggs are set, and

serve.
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Salmon fritters.

Veal and ham scallops.

Buttered eggs with flues herbes.

Indian-meal rolls.

These can be made out of the remains of cold

salmon in this manner : Cut up the salmon in

small pieces, take an equal quantity of

breadcrumb—say six ounces of each— Sal'

empty both into a bowl, season plainly
fritUrs

with pepper and salt, moisten with any

sauce that has been left, or with a quarter of a

pint of white sauce made with the salmon boil-

ings. Add two raw yolks, mix thoroughly, and

spread the mixture upon a flat dish, a quarter of

an inch thick, cover, and leave for the night. In

the morning cut with a two and a half inch

cutter a series of rounds out of the flattened

mixture, flour them, or dip them in frying

batter (No. 1 1 6), plunge them into boiling fat

till golden-brown
;

drain, dry, and serve with

sliced lemon.
127
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and ham
scallops

Having prepared a mince of cold veal and
ham—two-thirds of the former to one of the

latter—season it with salt and spiced

u?",
1

PePPer >
anc* moisten it with a white

sauce made out of veal broth. Butter

six or eight fire-proof china scallop-

shells, or a large baking-dish, sprinkle over the

butter a coating of finely-minced cooked mush-
room, put in the minced meat, dust over the

surface of the scallops with fine raspings, pour a

few drops of butter, melted, over them, and

warm in the oven, serving with a curl of fried

bacon on each.

This is a variation oi buttered eggs. Fines

herbes is to be described as a mixture of mush-

rooms, parsley and shallot, or chives if

138 . But
- procurable, in these proportions—equal

te-ud eggs
measure 0f tbe two former to one-third

•withfines

herbes.
°* t“e ^ast ‘ ^ or this dish a tablespoon-

ful of chopped mushroom (well cleaned

fresh trimmings will do) and one of chopped

parsley to a dessertspoonful or rather less of

chopped shallot. Begin by frying the shallot in

a quarter of an ounce of butter, a pinch of

pepper and one of salt, over a low fire for five

minutes, then stir in the parsley and mushroom,

fry for five minutes more. Empty the contents

of the pan into a bowl and set aside. In the

morning put a quarter of an ounce of butter into
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a small saucepan, add a quarter of an ounce of

flour, cook over a low fire for four or five minutes,

then stir in a quarter of a pint of milk, bring to

the boil to thicken, simmer, adding the fines

herbes and a dessertspoonful of milk, with which

a raw yolk has been beaten, keeping it hot after-

wards in the bain-marie. Now make the buttered

eggs (No. 3), adding the fines herbes mixture as a

finishing touch. Serve as hot as possible.

10
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Cod in custard sauce.

Dry curry on toast.

Matelote of eggs.

Vienna rolls.

Take a pound and a quarter of cold boiled cod-

fish and break it up into nice flaky pieces. Put
these into a stewpan, season with pepper,

139. Cod sa j t) ancj a gra t-e 0f nutmeg, and moisten

Taucf
11 ’ 11

with enough of the boilings, saved the

previous evening, to cover
;
set this in

the bain-marie to heat up slowly, while with the

yolks of a couple of eggs you proceed to turn

half a pint of the boilings to a savoury custard,

when ready drain the now hot pieces of fish from

the liquid in which they were warmed, arrange

them on a hot dish, and smother with the custard.

Serve as hot as possible.

This is a very nice breakfast “ savoury.” Make
on the day previous a good curry of one pound
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of mutton, veal, or lamb cut into neat squares,

and put it away for the night in a china dish.

In the morning prepare eight or ten two

and a half inch squares of fried bread, Dry

and lay these in close order in a hot *

silver dish. Pick the pieces of meat out

of the curry gravy, and melt half an ounce of

butter in a stewpan or earthenware casserole, set

this over a very low fire, put in the curried meat,

stirring it about so as to heat up and dry at the

same time. The process must be patiently

carried out, and care must be taken to prevent

burning. When quite hot the dry curry should

be arranged on the fried bread, and served with

curls of crisply fried bacon or fried ham. If

preferred the curry may be simply warmed,

without drying, in the bain-marie
,
and poured

over the toasts. This, it need scarcely be said, is

a handy way of serving the remains of a curry

left at a previous meal.

Put an ounce of butter at the bottom of a stew-

pan over a low fire, melt it, add an ounce of flour,

slowly cook these together for seven

minutes till browning lightly, then add

a pint of broth, gravy, or clear soup

that may have been left, flavour with a table-

spoonful of mushroom ketchup, a saltspoonful of

spiced pepper, salt if necessary, and a sherry-

glass of light claret
;

boil, skim, and pass this
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sauce into a fire-proof dish, then slip six eggs into

it, put the dish in the oven and poach them till

set, when serve.

N.B.—When red wine is used in cookery the

vessel should either be enamelled or glazed

earthenware : tinned utensils have a prejudicial

effect on the colour of the sauce in these

circumstances.
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Water-zootje.

Fritot of pigeons.

Eggs with tarragon.

Devilled biscuits.

If this dish has been presented on the previous

evening it can be easily heated for breakfast, for

which meal, owing to its plainness, it
’ .,5 \ *\. \ 142.Water

is very well suited. A zootje can be
zooije

made of any fish, or any mixture of

fish, including the fresh water varieties. The
flounder is a favourite subject for treatment in

this fashion, but whiting, small haddock, slips,

&c., are very nice in a zootje. The first thing to

do is to fillet the fish and make a good broth

with the heads, bones, and trimmings, using the

adjuncts mentioned in No. 103, and when nicely

flavoured to strain it off and employ it as the

“water” in which the fillets are to be cooked.

Bring the “ water ” to the boil, put in the fillets,

let it return to the boil for a minute, then simmer
133
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the fillets till done
;
bunches of green parsley

should be boiled with a zootje, the scraped root

of parsley also, and a tablespoonful of grated

horseradish is an improvement if there be as

much as three pints of water or broth. Serve

the fillets in a deep dish with the parsley and the

broth as well, brown bread-and-butter accompany-

ing. In hot weather a nice breakfast dish is cold

zootje, for if the decoction of the heads and

bones be strong, and the dish be set fn a very

cold larder or upon a bed of crushed ice, it will

solidify in a firm jelly. A little gelatine may be

added.

Three pigeons will be enough if of a good size.

Slightly roast and split them in halves. Marinade

these during the night with three table-
1<YS-

f

r,tot
spoonfuls of salad oil, the juice of a

of pigeons .
r 7 J

lemon, a bunch of parsley shredded, a

half ounce shallot also sliced finely, a dozen pepper

corns, and a dust of salt. In the morning take

out of the marinade and wipe the pieces of

pigeon, dip them in milk, flour them well,

plunge them in very hot fat (as for croquettes)

when they turn a pale brown, drain, dry, dish on

a napkin or paper, garnish with fried parsley, and

serve. Should there be any bread sauce available

it would be an appropriate adjunct. By saving

the livers of the birds you can dish them effect-

ively in this manner. Fry the livers in butter,
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empty them and the butter into a mortar, pound

them, add for six livers a teaspoonful of anchovy

essence, season with a saltspoonful of spiced

pepper, and spread the mixture on six nicely

fried toasts, heat in the mouth of the oven, and

lay a half pigeon on each, serving immediately.

This may be done with either poached or hard-

boiled eggs. If the former, put an ounce of

butter in a small saucepan, take it off the

fire when half melted, so that it may lM-^8£s

complete the melting in the hot sauce- .r °
.

tarragon.

pan, add a teaspoonful of lemon juice

and the same of chopped tarragon, or, if tarragon

be out of season, a teaspoonful of tarragon

vinegar instead of lemon juice
;
a teaspoonful of

this should be poured over each of the six poached

eggs after the latter have been arranged on

squares of buttered toast. For hard-boiled

eggs : Slice them in halves, longitudinally, and

lay them in a hot silver dish, masking them with

white sauce flavoured with chopped tarragon.
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ABSTINENCE.

Soles in the oven.

Egg croquettes.

Omelettes with oysters.

Bannocks.

Prepare one large or two medium-sized soles

as if for frying, No. 28, but in this instance the

fish can be left whole. Butter a flat

t'^/ke

° gS

Sra^n dish, sprinkle this over with

oven% finely chopped parsley, lay the sole

upon it and moisten the upper side

of the fish with butter, melted. Put this in

the oven
;

after eight minutes’ cooking care-

fully turn the sole, baste again with butter,

and six minutes afterwards it will be done. Lift

the fish with a slice and put it upon the hot

dish prepared for it
;
to the butter in the gratin

dish add a tablespoonful of minced parsley and

the juice of a lemon
:
pour this over the dished

sole and serve immediately. As in all cases

where butter melted forms the sauce of a dish of

136
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fish great care must be taken to have things as

hot as possible, to prevent greasiness.

For these follow the directions given for No. 107,

but with this difference as to proportions : Four

hard-boiled eggs instead of two, and a

quarter of a pound of mushrooms instead

of double that quantity. Mix the two

minces as therein explained, adding one filleted

anchovy, minced small, or a teaspoonful of the

essence. When thickened pat the mixture into

shape in the same way, but making it about two-

thirds of an inch thick. In the morning divide

the mass into pieces, which when rolled in fine

crumbs will be about the size of a guinea-fowl’s

egg. Brush over with beaten egg and crumb
these, plunging them one by one into very hot

fat
;
as soon as they turn a nice golden colour

take them out, drain, dry, dust over with salt,

and serve piled up on a napkin or paper.

See No. 117. In this instance, before being

finally added to the thickened broth, each oyster

should be cut into two pieces. Divide

the mixture in halves—one for each r47 - Ome-

omelette (which can be made in either
!tl/es wtl/l

r 1 XT „ oysters.
of the ways given—No. 6 or 48, as may
be preferred), and having heated it in the bain-

marie pass one portion into each omelette as

done in the case of No. 93.
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Fillets of brill with tomatoes.

Jambalaia of fowl.

Omelettes with salmon.

Sally lunns.

For this please turn to No. 109, and treat a nice-

sized brill exactly in the manner described for

the sea bream. Proceed in all respects
14S. Fillets similarly until the thickening of the

°wit'h

ll1
broth stage, when the teaspoonful of

tomatoes, anchovy sauce should be omitted, and

two tablespoonfuls of tomato conserve

added instead. This, when nice and smooth,

should be poured over the fish fillets as expl lined

in the before-mentioned recipe
;
the glazing is,

however, unnecessary.

A “jambalaia ” is a species of European

khitchri
;

that is to say, it consists of minced

chicken and ham tossed in rice, the process being

thus conducted : Boil six ounces of rice as for
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curry (No. 20) ;
chop up five ounces of uncooked

lean ham, and eight or ten ounces of cold cooked

chicken. Put the ham into a small

frying-pan with an ounce of butter and * 49-/am ‘

give it a fry till fit to serve, then stir

the cooked chicken, season with spiced

pepper, and turn the contents of the pan into the

vessel containing the hot rice, which by this time

should be drained and dry. Serve well mixed on

a very hot dish. 1

Here the method is as nearly as possible the

same as that adopted for the oyster omelette
,
and

by its means half a pound of cold cooked

salmon can be turned to capital account. J 5°- 0me'

Break up the salmon, but not too finely,
leti

.

es wtth

and moisten it in a stewpan over a low

fire, or in the bain-marie
,
either with the sauce

left the previous evening or a quarter of a pint

of melted butter sauce made with the salmon
boilings. Add half of this, quite hot, but not

boiling, to each of the omelettes in the same way
as the oysters in No. 147.

1 This dish is improved by stirring into the rice a coffee-

cupful of tomato ketchup and giving the whole a dusting of

grated Parmesan.



APPENDIX.

HINTS ON BAKING AT HOME.

Fancy bread has become an almost essential portion

of the English breakfast. It is susceptible of con-

siderable variety, and in view of this fact I have

suggested various kinds of rolls, scones, bannocks,

&c., in the menus. These have now to be explained.

While many of them must, of course, be old familiar

friends, some, I think, will be found uncommon
; at

any rate, there are twenty different sorts to choose

from, and as I propound the simplest possible system

of baking—with baking powder— little or no difficulty

should be experienced in working out the whole

category. Still, it must be admitted that as in all

branches of cookery, so in this, experience in regard

to details is necessary. Flours vary in quality.

With some less moistening fluid is necessary than

with others, in consequence of which exact propor-

tions may sometimes not he hit off without an

experiment or two. With perseverance, however,

success is certain. A very important factor in the

operation is the oven. This demands close obser-

vance on the part of the cook, for ovens seem to

140
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be as variable in their dispositions as human beings.

A great advance has, however, been made in the

construction of ranges, and happy is the home baker

who possesses one with regulating power in regard

to the heating of the baking apparatus. In some (I

might say all) ordinary old-fashioned kitchen stoves

the ovens are deficient in bottom heat, quite an

essential feature in the baking of bread, cakes,

souffles
,

&c., and many a cook is, I fear, unfairly

blamed for failures that might be traced to this defect

in her appliances.

If fancy bread baking be carried out nearly every

day, it is desirable that the cook should keep a set of

utensils separately for this branch of her work—

a

shallow white enamelled milk pan, two wooden spoons

of a largish size, a dozen round patty pans for ordinary

rolls two and a half inches in diameter, half a dozen

muffin rings, a wire drainer as used by confectioners,

a baking sheet, and six special tins for French rolls.

The milk pan is recommended for the kneading of

the dough, for which process the wooden spoons

should be used. Thus, work with the hands is un-

necessary, and greater lightness is obtained. If little

round rolls be set in buttered patty pans they preserve

their shape and bake nicely, and French roll tins are

useful in a similar manner.

Touching materials, I recommend Yeatman’s baking

powder, because I have had sixteen years’ experience

of it, and have proved its reliability. In regard to

flours, there are many varieties to choose from.

For white fancy bread such as rolls, Hungarian or

Vienna is considered the best, while for the different

digestive cakes, scones, &c., brown flour, wholemeal
or wheatmeal, oatmeal, barley-meal, Indian- meal
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and so on, are called into play. It is, I presume,

scarcely necessary to add that all flour used in baking

should be as dry as possible.

In the directions given for home baking on a small

scale, it often happens that certain rule-of-thumb dry

measures are given which cannot be considered

definite, such as “cups” of flour, and “teaspoonfuls”
— “heaped up” or not, as the case may be — of

baking powder. Many find it difficult to decide

what cup to choose, and all teaspoons are not made
exactly the same size. I have accordingly adopted

a system of weights for everything, excepting a salt-

spoonful of salt, which have been carefully verified

and can be trusted.

Touching “ a saltspoonful of salt.” It will be found

on careful examination that a heaped up ordinary

kitchen saltspoonful weighs two drachms, and a mere

bowlful not heaped up half that quantity. For the

sake of clearness, then, I would explain that when I

say “a saltspoonful” I mean the former, and when I

say “ a small saltspoonful ” I mean the latter.

With liquids there is less risk of ambiguity than

with dry measure, for you cannot “heap” them up

—a full tablespoonful may be accepted as a fixed

quantity, i. e., four tablespoonfuls equal half a gill or

a common sherry glass, for the term wineglass is not

explicit.

i. Hot Rolls.—For eight rolls one and a half

ounce each, take eight ounces of flour, a quarter of

an ounce of Yeatman’s powder, a saltspoonful of salt,

and half an ounce of butter. Spread the flour in the

enamelled pan, sprinkle the baking powder and salt

over its surface, mix well, then rub the butter into it.

This having been done, begin to moisten with milk
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or buttermilk by degrees, working the dough with

the wooden spoons. Nine tablespoonfuls, provided

that the flour be of fine quality, should suffice if

the operator work skilfully. When ready, turn this

out upon a floured pastry board, divide the dough

into eight equal portions, pat them into a round

shape with the spoons, and place them in eight

buttered patty pans. Arrange these upon a baking

sheet, wet the surfaces of the rolls with a brush that

has been dipped into milk, and slip the sheet into

the oven, which should be rather brisk. When the

rolls have risen and taken a pale brown colour, they

may be taken out of the oven, turned out of the patty

pans, and served in a hot napkin. Time, from twelve

to fifteen minutes.

2. French Rolls.—For six French rolls exactly

double the quantities given in the preceding recipe

should be taken, with the addition of one fresh egg.

Work in the same way, adding the egg well beaten

at the commencement of the moistening, then enough
milk to form a firm dough. When smooth, turn this

out on a floured pastry board, divide it into six

portions, and pat these into elongated oval shapes
;

lay these in well-buttered French roll tins, brush

them over with milk, and set them upon a baking

sheet, finishing as in the previous case.

3. Vienna Rolls.—The difference here consists in

the shape alone. Having worked the dough as for

French rolls, turn it out on a floured board, divide

it into six portions, roll these out into sausage shapes

an inch and a half thick in the centre, tapering

somewhat towards the ends, curve them in the form
of crescents, lay them on a buttered baking tin, brush

them over with milk, and bake about fifteen minutes.
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4. Knotted Rolls.—Here again variety is ob-
tained by shaping the dough in a different manner

:

a crisp crusty roll is thus produced. Roll the portions
of dough out into long tubular shapes the thickness
of your little finger, tie them in knots, and finish

as in the case of Vienna rolls.

5. Indian-meal Rolls.—For these the proportions

of flour only are altered, viz., twelve ounces of fine

flour to four ounces Indian-meal (maize flour). For
the rest the ingredients are the same as for French
rolls, and the method of work also. They may be
shaped as “ Hot Rolls ” (No. 1), and baked in patty

pans.

6. Brown Rolls.— In this case substitute the best

wholemeal, well dried, for flour
;

in other respects

proceed as detailed for “ Hot Rolls ” (No. 1). Another

wholesome variation can be obtained by a mixture in

these proportions : Five ounces of wholemeal to three

of fine well-dried oatmeal, while a milder digestive

roll is got by substituting flour for wholemeal, and

mixing three ounces of fine oatmeal with it.

7. Sir Henry Thompson’s Wholemeal Cakes.
—“ Take two pounds of coarsely-ground whole wheat-

meal, and add half a pound of fine flour, or, better

still, the same weight of fine Scotch oatmeal. Mix

thoroughly with a sufficient quantity of baking powder

and a little salt
;
then rub in two ounces of butter and

make into dough—using a wooden spoon—with cold

skimmed milk or milk and water, soft in consistence,

so that it can almost be poured into the tin ring,

which gives it form when baked. In this manner it

is to be quickly made into flat cakes (like tea cakes),

and baked on a tin, the rings used being about an

inch high and seven or eight inches in diameter, each
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enclosing a cake. Put them without delay into a

quick oven at the outset, letting them be finished

thoroughly, at a lower temperature.”

“The object of making this bread in flat cakes or

in scones is to ensure a light and well-cooked pro-

duct. It is difficult to ensure these two qualities in

the form of loaves except of the smallest size. A
larger proportion of oatmeal, if preferred, can be

adopted by either method.”

N.B.— Half an ounce of Yeatman’s baking powder

and a saltspoonful of salt per pound of meal will be

found correct.

8. Muffins.— Sift together a pound of fine flour,

an ounce of Yeatman’s powder, and two saltspoonfuls

of salt, stir in enough milk by degrees to form a

smooth, but rather stiff, batter. Butter four muffin

rings, lay them on a buttered baking sheet well

heated, half fill them with the batter, and put them

in the oven. When the batter has risen level with

the top of the rings, turn them gently and bake till a

good straw colour, when take out the tin, turn the

muffins out of the rings, open them, toast slightly on

the inside, butter them, fold the two pieces together

again, and serve at once. About a pint of milk or a

little more will be probably required to form the

batter. Time, about twenty-five minutes.

9. Crumb Muffins.—Weigh half a pound of stale

white breadcrumb, eight ounces of flour, and half an

ounce of baking powder. Beat up two eggs. Soak
the crumbs till soft in warm milk. Mix the flour and
baking powder well, adding a saltspoonful of salt.

Combine the two, diluting first with the beaten eggs,

and then with enough milk, if necessary, to form a

stiff batter. Put this into buttered muffin rings upon

II
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a hot buttered baking tin, and bake in a quick oven
fifteen minutes.

10. Sally Lunns, not Sweetened.—Rub two
ounces of butter into a pound of flour, with which
half an ounce of baking powder has been thoroughly
sifted and a saltspoonful of salt. Convert this into

dough by first mixing with it two well-beaten eggs,

and then milk enough by degrees to bring it to the

consistency of thick batter. For the rest, treat this

as explained for “ Crumb Muffins.”

1 1. Tea Cakes, Unsweetened.—Beat up a couple

of eggs in a bowl, warm a quarter of a pint of milk,

and melt in it two ounces of butter. Mix these

together well, and then stir in by degrees three-

quarters of a pound of flour, with which half an ounce

of baking powder and a saltspoonful of salt have been

well incorporated. If necessary, add a little more
milk or flour, as the case may be, to obtain the con-

sistency of a firm batter. Put into rings, and proceed

as in No. 8.

12 . Scones.—Under this denomination there are

several varieties. The ordinary English sort may be

described in the following manner : With one pound

of flour mix well a saltspoonful of salt and half an

ounce of Yeatman's powder ; then rub into this two

ounces of butter, and when that has been thoroughly

done, commence moistening with a well-beaten egg

and enough milk (something rather less than half a

pint) to form a light dough. Lay this on a floured

board, roll it out half an inch thick, divide this into a

dozen neat oblongs. Bake on a buttered baking tin

in a hot oven eight or ten minutes, and when nicely

browned, serve piled up in a hot napkin.

13. Barley-meal Scones.—

F

ollow the previous
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tence of a light dough. Finish as described for

No. 11.

15. Bannocks.—A pound of fine oatmeal, a salt-

spoonful of salt, and half an ounce of baking powder
having been sifted and mixed, rub into it an ounce of

butter, and then moisten with water in sufficient

quantity to make a thick dough. Roll this out as

thin as possible, divide it into quarters, and halve

each of them ; lay these one by one on a heated iron

frying-pan upon the hot plate, bake, turning them on
each side. Toast afterwards in front of the fire till

crisp.

16. Irish Bannocks.—Warm half a pint of milk

and dissolve in it three ounces of butter
;
mix into

this a pound of wheatmeal, half an ounce of baking

powder, and a saltspoonful of salt. Mix to a stiff

dough. Turn this upon the board, roll it out three-

quarters of an inch thick, and cut into six cakes.

Bake in the manner just described, and serve dusted

over with flour on a hot napkin.

17. Oat Cakes.—As a rule, the directions given

for these wholesome cakes counsel the cook to roll

them out as thin as possible. This, of course, is

simply a matter of taste, and with cheese perhaps the

thin cake is very nice, but for breakfast I think a

thicker cake is better. For these take one pound of

oatmeal—coarse or fine, as may be preferred—rub

into this two ounces of butter with a small teaspoon-

ful of salt, and then moisten with sufficient water to

make a smooth dough. Pat this into a round mass

and lay it upon a floured board, roll it out not less

than a quarter ofan inch thick, cut this into three and

a half inch squares, halve these by cutting them across

from corner to corner, forming triangular shapes, and
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bake in the pan till firm and thoroughly done. Dust

over with sifted meal and serve in a hot napkin.

1

8

V
Devilled Biscuit. — Take a dozen plain

water biscuits, or six “ Bath Olivers.” If the former

be only two inches in diameter, six can be done at a

time in a large, or three in a medium, pan as follows :

Put an ounce of butter into a large, or half an ounce

into a small, frying-pan over a low fire : as soon as it

begins to melt, lay the biscuits upon it, turning them

over the fire till the butter browns, pepper well with

grill seasoning (page 37 ). Put them on a very hot

dish, and pour the browned butter over them, and

serve. Or if liked very dry, lay them, after having

been thus cooked, on a wire drainer, and set them in

the oven for a minute or two, serving as hot as possible
,

closely covered in a hot silver dish.

Biscuit d VIndienne is prepared as the foregoing,

but curry powder is dusted over it instead of the plain

seasoning of pepper and salt. Some even like an

addition of a couple of drops of tabasco on each

biscuit.

Bath Olivers or three-inch water biscuits ought to

be done separately one after another.

19. Crumpets.—In London and most towns crum-

pets can be so easily procured from “ the manu-
facturer,” that very few people take the trouble to

make them at home. In the country this is different

;

besides, there may be some who, among other

experiments, would like to try this:—Thoroughly

mix together twelve ounces of Vienna flour, a small

saltspoonful of salt, and three-quarters of an ounce of

Yeatman’s baking powder
; then stir in an ounce of

butter, melted, one egg well beaten, and enough milk

to form a smooth batter. With this half fill six or
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eight well-buttered muffin rings, which should be laid

beforehand on a heated iron pan. Watch, and when
the batter rises somewhat, turn each crumpet care-

fully, and finish the baking without further turning.

Toast lightly, butter, and serve in the usual manner,

Coming straight from the pan in this way, they will

be found nicer than those bought cold and toasted

afterwards.

20. Southern Indian Crumpets, or " Apums.”
—Put one pound and a half of rice flour into a pan,

dilute it to a stiff paste with lukewarm water, in

which half an ounce of fresh German yeast has been

dissolved. Let this remain all night
;
next day moisten

this with the juice of a cocoanut to the consistency of

firmish batter, and put a gill of this at a time into a

heated and buttered pan over the hot plate, covering

the pan closely. When nicely risen and browned

round the edges the “apum” is ready. Repeat the

process with similar quantities of the mixture till all

of it is expended : serve very hot on a napkin, dusted

over with salt.

Cocoanut juice is made as follows: Scrape the nutty

part of a cocoanut into fine shreds, put these in a

bowl, pour scalding water over them, moistening them

well. After half an hour’s infusion, strain the liquid

into a bowl, and putting the nut scrapings into a

piece of muslin, squeeze all the moisture out of them

into the strained juice. This extract of cocoanut is

what the Southern Indian cook uses in curry making

under the name of “ cocoanut milk,” a fluid that it

resembles in appearance. The water inside the nut

is not “ cocoanut milk* from this standpoint.

21. Oatmeal Porridge.—This is a deservedly

popular thing for breakfast. To prepare it, weigh a
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couple of ounces of oatmeal, put three-quarters of a

pint of water in a saucepan, set it on the fire and

bring it to the boil
;
cast into it a pinch (the eighth

of an ounce) of salt, and then dredge in the oatmeal,

stirring with a wooden spoon while the operation is

being carried out. Simmer for forty minutes, by

which time the oatmeal should have absorbed the

water and be swollen and soft. It can now be served

accompanied by a jug of hot milk, sugar or salt being

added according to taste, the latter obviously for

choice. Cream is, of course, a favourite adjunct with

many, but does it not detract from the well-known

wholesomeness of the porridge ? I think so.

Those who like their porridge at its best will find

the following process a good one :—Let the prepared

oatmeal be sent in in its saucepan, set this on a spirit

lamp in the breakfast-room, stirring in cold milk in

sufficient quantity to bring the porridge to the desired

consistency
;
wait till air bubbles begin to rise to the

surface, and turn it into a very hot soup plate. Hot
milk can be used if liked, but remember that there is a

difference in the flavour of boiled and unboiled milk.

By this plan a properly hot porridge is certain in a

couple of minutes.

The proportions given will yield two large or three

small portions. If the oatmeal absorbs the water too

quickly in the cooking, additional hot water should be

stirred in. Some oatmeals are more floury than others,

and as much as a pint of water may be needed for two

ounces.

22. Dry Toast.—A very simple thing to be sure,

yet how often is it maltreated—scorched outside,

spongy within, and flabby? The bread should not

be new
;

it should be cut in quarter inch slices, and
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toasted at some little distance from the clear smokeless

embers, patiently, till each side has turned a nice pale

golden brown. Sir Henry Thompson’s dry toast is

made in this way :—The slices are cut somewhat
thicker — three-eighths of an inch — and slightly

coloured on both sides. A sharp knife is then passed

horizontally through the softish centre part, making
two pieces of each slice. The inner sides are now
toasted, and nice crisp dry toast is the result.

23. Anti-fat Toast, for those who have to think

twice about eating bread, is easily made as follows :

—

Cut a stale tin-baked loaf into thin slices (one-eighth

of an inch thick at the-outside), lay these on a wire

drainer in the oven till they crispen and turn yellowish

brown. If a good quantity of it be prepared, this

toast can be kept in a biscuit tin, and will be quite

nice for two or three days. Excellent whether for

breakfast, luncheon, or dinner.
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FLGRABOR is made in three sizes of grains.

Large Grained for Porridge, Omelettes, Soups, &c.

Medium Grained for Baked or Boiled Puddings, &c.

Fine Grained for Blano Mange, Cakes, Creams, Infants' Foods, &c.

RECIPES ON PACKETS.
The Lancet says:—“This preparation is excellent.”

To bo had at Stores and Grocers in £ and 1 lb.

Packets at 6d. per lb., or from Chemists in

1/- Tins.

FLORADOR FOOD CO.,
90, Waslhington St., Glasgow.

London Depot: COWAN & Co., 28 & 29, London Wall, E.C.



THE COMMON-SENSE

Cookery Association.
Managing Director

:

COLONEL KENNEY HERBERT.

The objects of this Association arc :

—

(1) To provide Lectures in which the rules of good,

refined, and economical Cookery will be ex-

plained and practically demonstrated.

(2) To afford opportunities of systematic instruction

at moderate cost to Students, Cooks, and

others, who are desirous of attaining to effi-

ciency and to qualify for good situations.

(3) To establish a Registry for Cooks whose ante-

cedents have been ascertained and qualifica-

tions tested, and who can, accordingly, be

with confidence recommended.

The Registry has been opened at 13, Sloane Street,

and the Lectures are delivered on Mondays at the

Queen’s Gate Hall. Particulars obtainable at GAS-

TRELL’S LIBRARY, 15, Sussex Place, South Kensington.
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ICE. Mr. Edward Arnold has now opened an Office at

o, Fifth Avenue, New York, from which all his new

looks are distributed in America.

rHE LAND OF THE NILE-SPRINGS.

olonel Sir HENRY COLVILE, K.C.M.G., C.B., recently

British Commissioner in Uganda.

h Photogravure Frontispiece, 16 Full-page Illustrations and

2 Maps, demy Bvo., 16s.
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ipation of Kibiro— The Magungu Expedition— The

elai Expedition-The Chain of Forts—Return to Uganda

irade and Policy— Life at Port Alice—Affairs at Unyoro,
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FIRE AND SWORD IN THE SUDAN.
A personal Narrative of Fighting and Serving the Dervishes,

1879-1895 .

By SLA I IN PASHA, Colonel in the Egyptian Army, formerly

Governor and Commandant of the Troops in Darfur.

Translated and Edited by Major F. R. Wingate, R.A., D.S.O.

Author of' Mahdiism and the Egyptian Soudan,' etc.

Fully Illustrated by R. Talbot KELLY.

Demy 8vo., One Guinea net.

Slatin Pasha was by far the most important of the European
prisoners in the Soudan. Before the Mahdi’s victories he held
the post of Governor of Darfur, and was in command of large

military forces. He fought no fewer than twenty-seven pitched
battles before he was compelled to surrender, and is the only

surviving soldier who has given an eye-witness account of the

terrible fighting that occurred during the Mahdist struggle for

supremacy. He was present as a prisoner during the siege of

Khartoum, and it was to his feet that Gordon’s head was
brought in revengeful triumph within an hour of the city’s fall.

The narrative is brought up to the present year, when Slatin

Pasha’s marvellous escape took place, and the incidents of his

captivity have been so indelibly graven on his memory that his

account of them has all the freshness of a romance.

From a military and historical standpoint the book is of the

highest value. Slatin Pasha’s various expeditions penetrated

into regions as yet almost unknown to Europeans, but destined

apparently to be the subject of serious complications in the

near future. The map of these regions is believed to be the

first authentic one produced. There is also a careful ground-

plan of Khartoum and Omdurman, which might be of immense
service in case of military operations.

The work is furnished with numerous spirited illustrations by-

Mr. R. Talbot Kelly, who is personally familiar with the Nile

Valley, and has worked under the direct supervision of Slatin

Pasha and Major Wingate.
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CYCLING FOR HEALTH AND PLEASURE.

By L. H. PORTER,
Author of ' Wheels and Wheeling,' etc.

Revised and edited by

F. W. SHORLAND, Amateur Champion 1892-93-94.

With numerous Illustrations, small 8vo., 2s. 6d.

STRENGTH

;

Or, The Development and Use of Muscle.

By the Champion, C. A. SAMPSON,

‘The strongest man on earth.'

With nearly forty illustrations, 8vo., cloth, 2s. 6d.

TWO NEW COOKERY BOOKS BY COLONEL
KENNEY-HERBERT.

FIFTY LUNCHES.

FIFTY DINNERS.

By COLONEL A. KENNEY HERBERT,
Author of ' Common-Sense Cookery,' 'Fifty Breakfasts,' etc.

Each vol., crown 8vo., cloth, 2s. 6d.

POULTRY FATTENING.

By EDWARD BROWN,
Author of ' Pleasurable Poultry Keeping,' etc.

With Illustrations, crown 8vo., cloth, is. 6d.
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TWELVE HUNDRED MILES IN AN OX-
WAGGON.

By ALICE BALFOUR.

With Illustrations by the Author.

Cloth, 8 vo., 1

6

s.

The recollection of Miss Balfour’s picturesque account of her

tour in Ireland with her brother, the Right Hon. A. J. Balfour,

M.P., some years ago, will increase the interest with which this

volume will be anticipated. Last year the author made the

tour in South Africa here recorded the party consisted of Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Grey (now Lord and Lady Grey), the Hon. H.W.
Fitzwilliam and Mr. G. Grey, and the journey was from Cape
Town to Salisbury, thence to the coast at Beira, and home by

Dar es Salaam and Zanzibar. For no less than twelve hundred
miles of their journey the party travelled in ox-waggons, and
thus experienced a full share of the entertaining vicissitudes of

the Trekker’s life. This portion of the tour has been described

in the National Rc'oieiv, where it attracted much attention.

An important feature of the book will be a number of

illustrations by the Author.

DIARIES OF GEORGE HOWARD, EARL OF

CARLISLE.

Edited by VISCOUNT MORPETH.

The author of these Diaries, George William Frederick

Howard, K.G., Earl of Carlisle, best known as Lord Morpeth,

was born in 1802 and died in 1864. The Diary begins in 1843,

and was continued by Lord Carlisle until his death. During

this period he held successively the offices of Chief Commis-

sioner of Woods and Forests (1846-1850), Chancellor of the

Duchy of Lancaster, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland (1855-58

and 1859-64). The Diaries contain frequent allusions to most

of the political, literary, and social personages of the time, with

whom Lord Carlisle necessarily enjoyed intimate acquaintance.
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THE EXPLORATION OF THE CAUCASUS.

By DOUGLAS W. FRESHFIELD, F.R.G.S., President of the

A pine Club,

Author of
1 Travels in the Central Caucasus,' ' The Italian Alps,' etc.

In two volumes, imperial 3vo., 45s. net. Also a Large-paper

Edition of ioo copies, £5 5s. net.

Illustrated by over 70 Full-page Photogravures and several

Mountain Panoramas, chiefly from Photographs by Signor

Vittorio Sella, and executed under his immediate superintend-

ence, and by more than 100 Illustrations in the Text, of the

Scenery, People, and Buildings of the Mountain Region of the

Caucasus, from Photographs by Signor Sella, M. de D£chy,

Mr. H. Woolley, and the late Mr. W. F. Donkin.

These volumes, intended to form a record of the exploration of

the Caucasus since 1868 by Members of the Alpine Club, as well as

a narrative of the author’s recent journeys in that region, will

constitute one of the most complete and lavishly illustrated works
on mountain travel ever published in this country.

The letterpress will include a concise account of the physical

characteristics of the central portion of the Caucasian chain, and a

sketch of the principal travels and adventures of the mountaineers
who have penetrated its fastnesses, and conquered summits, eleven
of which are higher than Mont Blanc.

The personal narrative will consist of the story of two summers
recently spent among the glaciers and forests of the Caucasus by
the author, who was a member of the Search Expedition which
went out to asceLtain the locality and nature of the catastrophe by
which Mr. W. F. Donkin and Mr. H. Fox with their guides lost

their lives in 1888, extracts from the diary of Mr. Fox, and accounts
of the first ascents of Kostantau and Ushba by Mr. H. Woolley
and Mr. Cockin.
An Appendix will contain a mass of novel and systematically

arranged topographical detail, which, it is hoped, may prove of
great service to future travellers and mountaineers.

District Maps on the scale of the old official map (3 miles to the
inch), forming together a complete map of the chain from Kasbeck
to Elbruz, are being prepared for the book mainly from the unpub-
lished sheets of the recent Russian surveys, which have been
generously placed at Mr. Freshfield’s disposal by General Kulberg.
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STUDIES IN EARLY VICTORIAN LITERATURE,
1837- 1870 .

By FREDERIC HARRISON, M.A.,
Author of' The Choice of Books,' etc.

Large crown 8vo., cloth, tos. 6d.

Victorian Literature.
Lord Macaulay;
Thomas Carlyle.
Benjamin Disraeli.
Charlotte Bronte.

Contents.

Anthony Trollope.
Charles Dickens.
William Makepeace Thackeray.
Charles Kingsley.
George Eliot.

The essays contained in this volume have already appeared in the Forum,
but they were written originally on a definite preconceived plan with a view to
subsequent publication, and may be taken as an expression of the author's
mature literary estimate of the great Victorian writers.

THE STORY OF TWO SALONS.

By Edith Sichei,.

With Three Full-page Plates. Large crown 8vo., cloth, tos. 6d.

Miss Sichei says in her preface :
' There are some secrets which the past

keeps jealously from us, and among these the secret of the art of society which
lies hidden in France, in the Paris of the eighteenth century, in the graves of

tender ladies and frilled philosophers, as sparkling as they were profound. We
have good things unknown to them, more important than theirs. Our faith is

wider and warmer
;
our outlook larger. We have sturdier morals and more

ardent activities
;
but the lesser good must go. It is our sense of this which

makes us venture to revive some of the less-known salons of eighteenth-century
Paris. The Suards and Pauline de Beaumont are names unfamiliar to English
ears ; but the bve-ways are more adventurous than the highroads, and provide

us with many unexpected points of view. For this reason alone are they worth
pursuing

;
still more so if they could only impart some perception of " that

sociability which distinguishes France
;
that charming interchange of intellect,

as easy as it is vapid ; that absence of bitterness or prejudice ;
that inatiention

to fortune or to reputation
;
that natural levelling of all ranks; that equality of

mind which makes French society incomparable and redeems its faults.”
’

THE ROMANCE OF PRINCE EUGENE.

An Idyll under Napoleon the First.

By ALBERT PULITZER.

With numerous Photogravure Illustrations, in two volumes,

demy 8vo., 2 is.
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ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.

By WALTER RALEIGH, Professor of English Literature at

Liverpool University College.

Author of ' The English Novel! etc.

Crown 8vo., cloth, 2S. 6d.

BENJAMIN JOWETT, MASTER OF BALLIOL.

A Personal Memoir.

By the HON. LIONEL TOLLEMACHE,
Author of ' Safe Studies,' etc.

Crown 8vo., cloth, 3s. 6d.

KLEINES HAUSTHEATER.

Fifteen Little Plays in German for Children.

By Mrs. HUGH BELL.

Crown 8vo., cloth, 2s.

Most of these little plays have been adapted from the author’s 1 Petit

Th&ltre,’ the remainder from a little book of English plays by the same writer

entitled 1 Nursery Comedies.'

NEW STORY BY THE AUTHOR OF ‘MISS BLAKE OF

MONKSHALTON!

ON THE THRESHOLD.

By ISABELLA O. FORD,
Author of 'Miss Blake of Monkshalton.

One vol., crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.
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XEW STORY BY THE AUTHOR OF *MERRIE ENGLAND.’

TOMMY ATKINS.

A Tale of the Ranks.

By ROBERT BLATCHFORD,
Author of ' A Son of the Forge,' ‘ Merrie England,' tie.

Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s.

WAGNER’S HEROES.

Tannhauser. Parsifal. Hans Sachs Lohengrin.

By CONSTANCE MAUD.

Illustrated by H. Granville Fell.

Crown 8vo., handsomely bound, 5 s.

' These are just simple tales about men and women who once really lived on
the earth, and about whom the greatest of poet-musicians wrote in that wonder-
ful music-language of his which speaks straight to the heart. And in this

language he told us many things about Parsifal, Lohengrin, Tannhauser, and
dear old Hans Sachs, which cannot by any human power be put into words

;

but in so far as he did make use of words to explain his marvellous music, I

have tried to use the same, and above all never to depart from his idea of the

heroes he loved .’—From the Preface.

LIFE’S PRESCRIPTION.

In Seven Doses.

By D. MACLAREN MORRISON.

Crown 8vo., parchment, is. 6d.

Contents.— 1. The Pride of Life. 2. Education. 3. Man. 4. Woman.
5. Marriage. 6. Parents. 7. Home.

A few pages of advice to men and women on the management of their lives
;

the reader can hardly fail to be interested in the shrewd and sensible remarks,

knowledge of life, sound advice and pleasant anecdote with which the book is

enlivened.
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A LITTLE TOUR IN AMERICA.

By the Very Rey. S. REYNOLDS HOLE, Dean of Rochester.

Author of ' A Little Tour in Ireland,' ' The Memories of Dean Hole,

' A Book about Boses,' etc.

With numerous Illustrations, demy 8vo., 16s.

Dean Hole visited the United States in the winter of

1S94-95, and gave lectures in almost all the principal cities.

His personal popularity and great reputation as an author and
preacher enabled him to see everything under the most favour-

able circumstances, and he was received with the warmest
hospitality by all circles. He has embodied in this volume
the results of his shrewd and kindly observation of American
men and manners in a way that will bring home to the reader

a true picture of the Great Republic viewed through the good-
humoured but keen eyes of a friendly inquirer.

None of Dean Hole’s works have taken a more lasting hold
upon the public than the well-known ‘Little Tour in Ireland,’

and it is hoped that the present volume may prove equally

popular.

MEMORIES OF MASHONALAND.
By the Right Rev. BISHOP KNIGHT BRUCE, formerly

Bishop of Mashonaland.

With Photogravure Frontispiece, cloth, 8vo., 10s. 6d.

Bishop Knight Bruce occupied the See of Mashonaland
during the interesting period of its development from savage
independence to a more civilized condition. His intimate
association with the natives gave him such opportunities of
studying their manners and habits as have rarely fallen to the
lot of Europeans. To all who are interested in missionary
work the book will be especially valuable

;
but in a land where

the missionary is the true pioneer of civilization—the land of
Livingstone and Moffat—Bishop Knight Bruce’s work was
necessarily of an extremely varied character, and the record is

full of entertainment for the general reader.
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NEW BOOKS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.
Price Five Shillings each.

ERIC THE ARCHER.

By MAURICE HERVEY,
Author of ' The Reef of Gold, ' etc.

With numerous Full-page Illustrations, handsomely bound,
crown 8vo., 5s.

DR. GILBERT’S DAUGHTERS.

By MARGARET HARRIET MATHEWS.

Illustrated by Chris. Hammond.

Crown 8vo., cloth, 5s.

THE FUR SEAL’S TOOTH.

By KIRK MUNROE.

Beautifully Illustrated, crown 8vo., cloth, 5s.

HOW DICK AND MOLLY WENT ROUND THE WORLD.

By M. H. CORNWALL LEGH.

With numerous Illustrations, fcap. 4to., cloth, 5s.

Price Three Shillings and Sixpence each.

HUNTERS THREE.

By THOMAS W. KNOX,
Author of The Boy Travellers' etc.

With numerous Illustrations, crown 8vo., cloth, 3s. 6d.
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THE SECRET OF THE DESERT.

By E. D. FAWCETT,
Author of 'Swallowed by an Earthquake,' etc.

With Full -page Illustrations, crown 8vo., cloth, 3s. 6d.

JOEL : A BOY OF GALILEE.

By ANNIE FELLOWS JOHNSTON.

With Ten Full-page Illustrations, crown 8vo., cloth, 3s. 6d.

THE MUSHROOM CAVE.

By EVELYN RAYMOND,
Author of ' The Little Lady of the Horse.'

With Illustration's, crown 8vo., cloth, 3s. 6d.

THE CHILDREN’S HOUR SERIES.

' A pause in the day’s occupations

That is known as The Children’s Hour.'—Longfellow.

This series will consist of continuous stories for boys and girls from about

seven to ten years of age
;
great care will be taken by the authors to make the

books really interesting to young readers, so that the title of the series may not

be misapplied. Large type will be used, and each volume will be illustrated

with several full-page pictures specially drawn for it.

The following volumes are just ready, price Half-a-crown eacli :

MASTER MAGNUS.

By MRS. E. M. FIELD,
Author of ' Ethne,' ' Little Count Paul,' ' Mixed Pickles,' etc.

With Four Full-page Illustrations, small 8vo., 2s. 6d.
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MY DOG PLATO.

By M. H. CORNWALL LEGH,
A uthor of ' How Dick and Molly went Round the Worlds etc.

With Four Full-page Illustrations, small 8vo., 23. 6d.

Further Volumes are in preparation.

NEW VOLUMES OF
THE CHILDREN'S FAVOURITE SERIES.

Price Two Shillings each
;
Specially Bound, Gilt Edges, 2s. 6d.

MY BOOK OF PERILS.

Exciting stories of adventure and hairbreadth escapes.

MY BOOK OF WONDERS.

An account of some of the most marvellous things in the world described in

an interesting way for children.

TRAVELS
,
SPORT, AND EXPLORATION.

Balfour—MY SOUTH AFRICAN JOURNEY. {See page 4.)

Colville—THE LAND OF THE NILE SPRINGS. {See

page 1 .)

Freshfield—EXPLORATION OF THE CAUCASUS. {See

5 -)

Hole—A LITTLE TOUR IN AMERICA. {Seepage 9.)
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Hole—A LITTLE TOUR IN IRELAND. By An Oxonian
(the Very Rev. S. R. Hole, Dean of Rochester). With nearly forty

Illustrations by John Leech, including the famous steel Frontispiece of

the 1 Claddagh.’ Large imperial i6mo.
,
handsomely bound, gilt top,

ros. 6d.

*** Only a few copies of this edition now remain.

Portal—THE BRITISH MISSION TO UGANDA. By
the late Sir Gerald Portal, K.C.M.G. Edited by Rennell Rodd,
C.M.G. With an Introduction by the Right Honourable Lord CROMER,
G. C. M.G. Illustrated from photos taken during the Expedition by Colonel

Rhodes. Demy 8vo., 21s.

Portal—MY MISSION TO ABYSSINIA. By the late Sir

Gerald H. Portal, C. B. With Map and Illustrations. Demy 8vo.
,
15s

.

Slatin— FIRE AND SWORD IN THE SUDAN. {See

page 2 .)

AMERICAN SPORT AND TRAVEL.

These books, selectedfrom the Catalogue p/'MESSRS. Rand McNally & Co. , the

well-known publishers of Chicago, have been placed in Mr. Edward Arnold’s
hands under the impression that many British Travellers and Sportsmen may
find them useful before starling on expeditions in the United States.

Aldrich—ARCTIC ALASKA AND SIBERIA; or, Eight
Months with the Arctic Whalemen. By Herbert L. Aldrich. Crown
8vo.

, cloth, 4s. 6d.

AMERICAN GAME FISHES. Their Habits, Habitat, and
Peculiarities

;
How, When, and Where to Angle for them. By various

Writers. Cloth, 10s. 6d.

Higgins—NEW GUIDE TO THE PACIFIC COAST. Santa
b'6 Route. By C. A. Higgins. Crown 8vo., cloth, 4s. 6d.

Leffingwell—THE ART OF WING - SHOOTING. A
Practical Treatise on the Use of the Shot-gun. By W. B. Leffingwell.
With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

,
cloth, 4s. 6d.

Shields — CAMPING AND CAMP OUTFITS. By G.
O. Shields (‘Coquina’). Containing also Chapters on Camp Medicine,
Cookery, and How to Load a Packhorse. Crown 8vo., cloth, 5s.
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Shields—THE AMERICAN BOOK OF THE DOG. By
various Writers. Edited by G. O. Shields (‘Coquina'). Cloth, 15s.

Thomas—SWEDEN AND THE SWEDES. By William
Widgery Thomas, Jun., United States Minister to Sweden and Norway.
With numerous Illustrations. Cloth, 16s.

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY.

Benson and Tatham—MEN OF MIGHT. Studies of Great
Characters. By A. C. Benson, M.A., and H. F. W. Tatham, M.A.,

Assistant Masters at Eton College. Second Edition. Crown 8vo., cloth,

3s. 6d.

Boyle—THE RECOLLECTIONS OF THE DEAN OF
SALISBURY. By the Very Rev. G. D. Boyle, Dean of Salisbury.

With Photogravure Portrait, x vol., demy 8vo.
,
cloth, 16s.

Custanee- RIDING RECOLLECTIONS AND TURF
STORIES. By Henry Custance, three times winner of the Derby.

One vol., crown 8vo., cloth, 25. 6d.

‘ An admirable sketch of turf history during a very interesting period, well and
humorously written .’—Sporting Life.

Sherard—ALPHONSE DAUDET : a Biography and Critical

Study. By R. H. Sherard, Editor of ‘The Memoirs of Baron Meneval,'

etc. With Illustrations. Demy 8vo.
,
15s.

Fowler—ECHOES OF OLD COUNTY LIFE. Recollections

of Sport, Society, Politics, and Farming in the Good Old Times. ByJ. K.

Fowler, of Aylesbury. Second Edition, with numerous Illustrations, 8vo.

,

10s. 6d. Also a large-paper edition, of 200 copies only, 21s. net.

‘A very entertaining volume of reminiscences, full of good stories.’

—

Truth.

Hare—MARIA EDGEWORTH : her Life and Letters. Edited

By Augustus J. C. Hare, Author of ‘ The Story of Two Noble Lives,’

etc. Two vols.
,
crown 8vo., with Portraits, 16s. net.

‘ Mr. Hare has written more than one good book in his time, but he has never produced

anything nearly so entertaining and valuable as his latest contribution to biography and

literature.'— Saturday Review
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Hole—THE MEMORIES OF DEAN HOLE. By the Very

Rev. S. Reynolds Hole, Dean of Rochester. With the original

Illustrations from sketches by Leech and Thackeray. New Edition,

twelfth thousand, one vol.
,
crown 8vo., 6s.

1 One of the most delightful collections of reminiscences that this generation has seen.

—Daily Chronicle.

Hole—MORE MEMORIES : Being Thoughts about England

Spoken in America. By the Very Rev. S. Reynolds Hole, Dean of

Rochester. With Frontispiece. Demy 8vo., 16s.

‘ Full alike of contagious fun and mature wisdom .’—Daily Chronicle.

Kay-OMARAH’S HISTORY OF YAMAN. The Arabic

Text, edited, with a translation, by Henry Cassels Kay, Member of the

Royal Asiatic Society. Demy 8vo., cloth, 17s. 6d. net.

Knig’ht-Bruce—MEMORIES OF MASHONALAND. (See

page 9.)

Lecky—THE POLITICAL VALUE OF HISTORY. By
W. E. H. Lecky, D.C.L.

,
LL.D. An Address delivered at the Midland

Institute, reprinted with additions Crown 8vo., cloth, 2s. 6d.

Le Fanu-SEVENTY YEARS OF IRISH LIFE. Being

the Recollections of W. R. Le Fanu. Third Edition, one vol., demy
8vo., 16s. With Portraits of the Author and J. Sheridan Le Fanu.

‘ It will delight all readers—English and Scotch no less than Irish, Nationalists no less

than Unionists, Roman Catholics no less than Orangemen.’—

7

ivies.

Macdonald—THE MEMOIRS OF THE LATE SIR JOHN
A. MACDONALD, G.C.B.

,
First Prime Minister of Canada. Edited by

Joseph Pope, his Private Secretary. With Portraits. Two vols.
,
demy

8vo.
,
32s.

Milner—ENGLAND IN EGYPT. By Sir Alfred Milner,
K.C.B. Popular Edition, with an Additional Prefatory Chapter on Egypt
in 1894. Large crown 8vo., with Map, cloth, 7s. 6d.

‘ No journalist or public man ought to be permitted to write or speak about Egypt for
the next five years unless he can solemnly declare that he has read it fiom cover to cover.
—Daily Chronicle.
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Morpeth—LORD CARLISLE’S DIARIES. (See page 4.)

Oman—A HISTORY OF ENGLAND. By Charles Oman,
Fellow of All Souls' College, and Lecturer in History at New College,

Oxford
;
Author of ‘ Warwick the Kingmaker,’ ‘ A History of Greece,’

etc. Crown 8vo.
,
cloth, 4s. 6d. net.

‘ This is the nearest approach to the ideal School History of England which has yet
been written.’

—

Guardian.

Pulitzer—THE ROMANCE OF PRINCE EUGENE. (See

page 6.)

Raleigh—R. L. STEVENSON. (See page 7.)

Ransome—THE BATTLES OF FREDERICK THE GREAT;
Extracts from Carlyle’s ‘ History of Frederick the Great. ’ Edited by Cyril

Ransome, M.A.
,
Professor of History in the Yorkshire College, Leeds.

With a Map specially drawn for this work, Carlyle’s original Battle-Plans

and Illustrations by Adolph Menzel. Cloth, imperial i6mo.
,
5s.

Santley—STUDENT AND SINGER. The Reminiscences

of Charles Santley. New Edition, crown 8vo., cloth, 6s.

Tollemaehe— BENJAMIN JOWETT. (Seepage 7.)

Twining—RECOLLECTIONS OF LIFE AND WORK.
Being the Autobiography of Louisa Twining. One vol., 8vo., cloth, 15s.

LITERATURE AND BELLES LETTRES.

WORKS BY THE REV. CANON BELL, D.D.,

Rector of Cheltenham and Honorary Canon of Carlisle.

DIANA’S LOOKING GLASS, and other Poems.

Crown 8vo., cloth, 5s. net.

POEMS OLD AND NEW.
Crown 8vo., cloth, 7s. 6d.
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THE NAME ABOVE EVERY NAME, and other
Sermons.

Crown 8vo., cloth, 5s.

Butler—SELECT ESSAYS OF SAINTE BEUVE. Chiefly

bearing on English Literature. Translated by A. J. Butler, Translator

of ‘The Memoirs of Baron Marbot.' One vol.
,
8vo., cloth, 5s. net.

‘ English readers should not fail to make themselves acquainted with the work of one
of the clearest, most broadly tolerant, and sanest critics of their literature that France
has produced .'—Daily Telegraph.

THORSTEIN OF THE MERE : a Saga of the Northmen in

Lakeland. By W. G. COLLINGWOOD, Author of ‘ Life of John Ruskin,’

etc. With Illustrations. Price 10s. 6d.

Goschen-THE CULTIVATION AND USE OF IMAGINA-
TION. By the Right Hon. George Joachim Goschen. Crown 8vo.,

cloth, 2S. 6d.

GREAT PUBLIC SCHOOLS. Eton — Harrow— Win-
chester — Rugry — Westminster — Marlborough — Cheltenham
— Haileybury— Clifton - Charterhouse. With nearly a hundred

Illustrations by the best artists. One vol., large imperial i6mo., hand-

somely bound, 6s. Among the contributors to this volume are Mr. Max-

well Lyte, C. B.
;
the Hon. Alfred Lyttelton, Dr. Montagu Butler, Mr. P.

Thornton, M.P.
;
Mr. Lees Knowles, M.P.

;
his Honour Judge Thomas

Hughes, Q.C. ; the late Ear! of Selborne, Mr. H. Lee Warner, Mr. G. R.

Barker, Mr. A. G. Bradley, Mr. E. Scot Skirving, Rev. L. S. Milford,

Mr. E. M. Oakeley, Mr. Leonard Huxley, and Mr. Mowbray Morris.

Harrison—STUDIES IN EARLY VICTORIAN LITERA-
TURE.

(
See page 6.

)

Hole—ADDRESSES TO WORKING MEN FROM PULPIT
AND PLATFORM. By the Very Rev. S. Reynolds Hole, Dean of

Rochester. This volume contains nineteen Addresses and Sermons
delivered by Dean Hole to Working Men on Friendly Societies, Gambling
and Betting, the Church and Dissent, to Soldiers, on Temperance, Un-
belief, True Education, Work, etc. One vol., crown 8vo.

,
6s,
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Lang- LAMB’S ADVENTURES OF ULYSSES. With an
Introduction by Andrew Lang. Square 8vo. cloth, is. 6d. Also the
Prize Edition, gilt edges, 2s.

Maud—WAGNER’S HEROES. {See page 8.)

Morrison— LIFE’S PRESCRIPTION. (See page 8.)

WORKS BY RENNELL RGDD, C.M.G.

FEDA, with other Poems, chiefly Lyrical.

With an Etching by Harper Pennington.

Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s.

THE UNKNOWN MADONNA, and other Poems.

With a Frontispiece by W. B. Richmond, A.R.A.

Crown 8vo., cloth, 5s.

THE VIOLET CROWN, AND SONGS OF ENGLAND.

With a Frontispiece by the Marchioness of Granby.

Crown 8vo., cloth, 5s.

THE CUSTOMS AND LORE OF MODERN GREECE.

With seven full-page Illustrations by Tristram Ellis.

8vo., cloth, 8s. 6d.

WINCHESTER COLLEGE. Illustrated by Herbert Mar-
shall. With Contributions in Prose and Verse by Old Wykehamists.

Demy 4to.
,
cloth, 25s. net. A few copies of the first edition, limited to

1,000 copies, are still to be had.
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FICTION.

SIX SHILLING NOVELS.

TOMMY ATKINS. By Robert Blatchford. (See p. 8.)

ORMISDAL. A Novel. By the Earl of Dunmore, F.R.G.S.,

Author of ‘The Pamirs.’ One vol.
,
crown 8vo., cloth, 6s.

‘ In this breezy and entertaining novel Lord Dunmore has given us a very readable and
racy story of the life that centres in a Highland shooting, about the end of August.’

—

Glasgow Herald.

THE TUTOR’S SECRET. (Le Secret du Prdcepteur.)

Translated from the French of Victor Cherbuliez. One vol., crown

8vo., cloth, 6s.

1

If Victor Cherbuliez did not already possess a great reputation, his latest production
would have been quite sufficient to secure him renown as a novelist. From the first line

to the last we recognise a master-hand at work, and there is not a page that even the
veriest skimmer will care to pass over.'—Westminster Gazette.

THREE SHILLING AND SIXPENNY NOVELS.

ON THE THRESHOLD. By I. O. Ford. (See page 7.)

THE MYSTERY OF THE RUE SOLY. Translated by
Lady Knutsford from the French of H. de Balzac. Crown 8vo.

,

cloth, 3s, 6d.

‘ Lady Knutsford's translation of Balzac's famous story is excellent.’

—

Scotsman.

DAVE’S SWEETHEART. By Mary Gaunt. One vol.,

8vo., cloth, 3s. 6d.

‘ Of all the Australian novels that have been laid before readers in this country,
“Dave’s Sweetheart," in a literary point of view and as a finished production, takes a
higher place than any that has yet appeared. From the opening scene to the closing
page we have no hesitation in predicting that not a word will be skipped even by the
most blase of novel readers.'

—

Spectator.

MISTHER O’RYAN. An Incident in the History of a

Nation. By Edward McNulty. Small 8vo.
,
elegantly bound, 3s. 6.1,

‘ An extremely well- written satire of the possibilities of blarney and brag.’—Pall Mat.
Gazette.
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STEPHEN REMARX. The Story of a Venture in Ethics.
By the Hon. and Rev. James Adderley, formerly Head of the Oxford
House, and Christ Church Mission, Bethnal Green. Twenty-Second
Thousand. Small 8vo.

,
elegantly bound, 3s. 6d. Also in paper cover, is.

Let us express our thankfulness at encountering for once in a way an author who can
amuse us. —Saturday Reviezv.

HALF-A-CROWN NOVELS.

LOVE-LETTERS OF A WORLDLY WOMAN. By Mrs.
W. K. Clifford, Author of ‘Aunt Anne,’ 'Mrs. Keith’s Crime,' etc.

One vol.
,
crown 8vo., cloth, 2s, 6d.

One of the cleverest books that ever a woman wrote.’

—

Queen.

THAT FIDDLER FELLOW : A Tale of St. Andrew’s. By
Horace G. Hutchinson, Author of ‘My Wife’s Politics,' 'Golf,'

‘ Creatures of Circumstance,' etc. Crown 8vo., cloth, as. 6d.

COUNTRY HOUSE—PASTIMES.

Ellaeombe—IN A GLOUCESTERSHIRE GARDEN. By
the Rev. H. N. Ellacombe, Vicar of Bitton, and Honorary Canon of

Bristol. Author of 'Plant Lore and Garden Craft of Shakespeare.'

Crown 8vo.
,
cloth, 6s.

1 The book may be warmly recommended to all who love gardens, while it also cannot
ail to interest even the horticulturally unlearned. It is written in a style that is clear,

bright, and simple, and from beginning to end there is not a dull or wearisome sentence.— The Guardian.
‘ Altogether a charming book.’— Westminster Gazette.

Hole—A BOOK ABOUT THE GARDEN AND THE
GARDENER. By the Very Rev. S. Reynolds Hole, Dean of Rochester.

Second edition. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Hole—A BOOK ABOUT ROSES. By the Very Rev. S.

Reynolds Hole (Dean of Rochester). Twentieth thousand, Crown

8vo., cloth, as. 6d,
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Brown — PLEASURABLE POULTRY - KEEPING. By
E. Brown, F.L.S. Fully illustrated. One vol., crown 8vo.

,
cloth, 2S. 6d.

' Mr. Brown has established for himself a unique position in regard to this subject, and
what he has to say is not only sound counsel, but ts presented in a very readable form.’—
Nottingham Daily Guardian.

Brown—POULTRY-KEEPING AS AN INDUSTRY FOR
FARMERS AND COTTAGERS. By EDWARD BROWN. Fully illustrated.

Second edition. Demy 4to.
,
cloth, 6s.

Brown—INDUSTRIAL POULTRY-KEEPING. By Edward
Brown. Illustrated. Paper boards, is. A small handbook chiefly

intended for cottagers and allotment-holders.

Brown—POULTRY FATTENING. By E. Brown, F.L.S.

Fully illustrated. Crown 8vo.
, is. 6d.

White—PLEASURABLE BEE-KEEPING. By C. N. White,
Lecturer to the County Councils of Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, etc.

Fully illustrated. One vol., crown 8vo., cloth, 2s. 6d.

' A complete guide for the amateur bee-keeper, as clear and concise as such a guide can
be made.’

—

Glasgtr.u Herald.

Gossip—THE CHESS POCKET MANUAL. By G. H. D.

Gossip. A Pocket Guide, with numerous Specimen Games and Illustra-

tions. Small 8vo.
, 2s. 6d.

Cunningham—THE DRAUGHTS POCKET MANUAL. By
J. G. Cunningham. An Introduction to the Game in all its branches.

Small 8vo.
,
with numerous diagrams, 2s. 6d.

‘ These two excellent little manuals may be mentioned together. Both will be found
well worth study by those who are interested in the subjects which they discus*.’

—

Spectator.

Kenney-Herbert—COMMON-SENSE COOKERY: based
on Modern English and Continental Principles, Worked out in Detail.

By Colonel A. Kenney-Herbert Wyvern '). Large crown 8vo.
,
over

500 pp. ,
7s. 6d.

‘A book which is sure to havea large circulation, since the author, the well-known
Wyvern,’’ has been for some time generally accepted as perhaps the chief English

authority on the art of cookery.’

—

Times.
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Kenney-Herbert—FIFTY BREAKFASTS: containing a
great variety of New and Simple Recipes for Breakfast Dishes. By
Colonel Kenney-Hf.rbert (' Wyvern '). Small 8vo., as. 6d.

Kenney-Herbert—FIFTY LUNCHES. By Colonel Kenney-
Herbert. Small 8vo., cloth, 2s. 6d.

Kenney-Herbert-FIFTY DINNERS. By Colonel Kenney-
Herbert. Small 8vo.

,
cloth, 2s. 6d.

Shorland—CYCLING FOR HEALTH AND PLEASURE.
[Seepage 3.)

SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY.

Fawcett—THE RIDDLE OF THE UNIVERSE. Being
an Attempt to determine the First Principles of Metaphysics considered as

an Inquiry into the Conditions and Import of Consciousness. By Edward
Douglas Fawcett. One vol.

,
demy 8vo.

,
14s.

THE JOURNAL OF MORPHOLOGY. Edited by C. O.

Whitman, Professor of Biology in Clark University, U.S.A. Three

numbers in a volume of 100 to 150 large 4to. pages, with numerous plates.

Single numbers, 17s. 6d.
;
subscription to the volume of three numbers,

45s. Volumes I. to X. can now be obtained, and the first number of

Volume XI. is ready.

' Everyone who is interested in the kind of work published in it knows it.

It is taken by all the chief libraries of colleges, universities, etc., both in England
and the Continent.’—Professor Ray Lankester.

' The Journal of Morphology is too well known and appreciated to need any
praise from me.’

—

Professor Michael Foster.

Morgan—ANIMAL LIFE AND INTELLIGENCE. By
Professor C. Lloyd Morgan, F.G.S., Principal of University College,

Bristol. With 40 Illustrations and a Photo-etched Frontispiece. Second

Edition. Demy 8vo., cloth, 16s.
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Morgan—PSYCHOLOGY FOR TEACHERS. By Professor

C. Lloyd Morgan, F.G.S., Principal of University College, Bristol.

Crown 8vo., cloth, 3s. 6d. net.

Morgan-THE SPRINGS OF CONDUCT. By Professor

C. Lloyd Morgan, F.G.S. Cheaper Edition. Large crown 8vo.
,
3s. 6d.

ILLUSTRATED GIFT BOOKS, ETC.

*** For further particulars of books under this heading see

special Catalogue of Gift Books for Presents and Prizes.

WINCHESTER COLLEGE. Illustrated by Herbert
Marshall. With Contributions in Prose and Verse by Old
Wykehamists. Demy 4to.

,
cloth, 25s. net. A few copies of the first

edition, limited to 1,000 copies, are still to be had.

GREAT PUBLIC SCHOOLS. Eton— Harrow — Win-
chester — Rugby—Westminster— Marlborough—Cheltenham—
Haileybury — Clifton — Charterhouse. With nearly a Hundred

Illustrations by the best artists. One vol., large imperial i6mo.
,
hand-

somely bound, 6s.

A LITTLE TOUR IN IRELAND. By An Oxonian (the

Very Rev. S. R. Hole, Dean of Rochester). With nearly forty Illustra-

tions by John Leech, including the famous steel Frontispiece of ths

'Claddagh.' Large imperial i6mo., handsomely bound, gilt top, 10s. 6d.

*** Only a few copies of this edition now remain.

WILD FLOWERS IN ART AND NATURE. By J. C. L,

Sparkes, Principal of the National Art Training School, South Kensing
ton, and F. W. Burbidge, Curator of the University Botanical Gardens,

Dublin. With 21 Full-page Coloured Plates by H. G. Moon. Royal 4to.

handsomely bound, gilt edges, 21s.
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PICTURES OF BIRDS. For the Decoration of Home and
Schools.

List of Coloured Plates

:

Blue Tit.
Thrush.
Chaffinch

Bullfinch. Skylark.
Swallow. Blackbird.

1 Yellowhammer. Sparrow.

Waterwagtail.
Starling.
Robin.

The Pictures can be supplied in the following styles :

Unmounted— 6d. per Plate. Set of 12, in envelope, 6s.

Mounted—Single Plates, mounted on boards, 12 by 15 inches, eyeletted

and strung, is. each. Sets of 3 Plates, mounted together on boards,

34 by 15 inches, eyeletted and strung, 2s. 6d. each.

Framed—Single Plates, mounted and framed, 2s. each. Sets of 3 Plates

mounted and framed together, 4s. 6d. each,

All the above trices are net.

WILD FLOWER PICTURES. For the Decoration of Home
and School. Twenty-one Beautifully Coloured Plates, issued in the same

style and at the same prices as the ‘ Birds.

'

Honeysuckle.
Forget-me-Not.
Convolvulus.
Hawthorn.
Lychnis.
Harebell.
Daisy.

Poppy.
Cornflower.
Iris.

Rose.
Buttercup.
Heather.
Water-Lily.

Foxglove.
Cowslip.
Bluebell.
Primrose-
Violet.
Daffodil.
Anemone

BOOKS FOR THE YOUNG.

SEVEN AND SIXPENCE EACH.

TALES FROM HANS ANDERSEN. With nearly 40 Original

Illustrations by E. A. Lemann. One vol.
,
4to.

,
handsomely bound in cloth,

gilt, 7s. 6d.

THE SNOW QUEEN, and other Tales. By Hans

Christian Andersen. Beautifully Illustrated by Miss E. A. Lemann

Small 4to.
,
handsomely bound, gilt edges, 7s. 6d.
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FIVE SHILLINGS EACH.

ERIC THE ARCHER. By Maurice H. Hervey. With

numerous full-page Illustrations. Handsomely bound, crown 8vo., 5s.

THE FUR SEAL’S TOOTH. By Kirk Munroe. Fully

Illustrated. Crown 8vo., cloth, 55.

HOW DICK AND MOLLY WENT ROUND THE WORLD.
By M. H. Cornwall Legh. With numerous Illustrations. Fcap. <fto.

,

cloth, 5s.

DR. GILBERT’S DAUGHTERS. By Margaret Harriet
Mathews. Illustrated by Chris. Hammond. Crown 8vo., cloth, 5s.

THE REEF OF GOLD. By Maurice H. Hervey. With

numerous full-page Illustrations, handsomely bound. Gilt edges, 5s.

BAREROCK ;
or, The Island of Pearls. By Henry Nash.

With numerous Illustrations by Lancelot Speed. Large crown 8vo.,

handsomely bound, gilt edges, 5s.

THREE SHILLINGS AND SIXPENCE EACH.

HUNTERS THREE. By Thomas W. Knox, Author of ‘The
Boy Travellers,' etc. With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo., cloth,

3s. 6d.

THE SECRET OF THE DESERT. By E. D. Fawcett.
With numerous full-page Illustrations. Crown 8vo

,
cloth, 3s. 6d.

JOEL : A BOY OF GALILEE. By Annie Fellows John-
ston. With ten full-page Illustrations. Crovyn 8vo., cloth, 3s. 6d.

THE MUSHROOM CAVE. By Evelyn Raymond. With
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., cloth, 3s. 6d.

THE DOUBLE EMPEROR. By W. Laird Clowes, Author
of ‘The Great Peril,' etc. Illustrated. Crown 8vo.

,
3s. 6d.
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SWALLOWED BY AN EARTHQUAKE. By E. D.
Fawcett, Author of ' Hartmann the Anarchist,’ etc. Illustrated. Crown
8vo.

,
3s. 6d.

HARTMANN THE ANARCHIST; or, The Doom of the
Great City. By E. Douglas Fawcett. With sixteen full-page and
numerous smaller Illustrations by F. T. Jane. One vol., crown 8vo.,
cloth, 3s. 6d.

ANIMAL SKETCHES : a Popular Book of Natural History.
By Professor C. Lloyd Morgan, F.G.S. Crown 8vo., cloth, 3s. 6d.

TWO AND SIXPENCE EACH.

CHILDREN’S HOUR SERIES.

MASTER MAGNUS. By Mrs. E. M. Field, Author of
1 Mixed Pickles,' etc. With Four Full-page Illustrations. Small 8vo.,

as. 6d.

MY DOG PLATO. By M. H. Cornwall Legh. With Four
Full-page Illustrations. Small 8vo.

,
2s. 6d.

FRIENDS OF THE OLDEN TIME. By Alice Gardner,
Lecturer in History at Newnham College, Cambridge. Second Edition.

Illustrated, square 8vo.
,
2s. 6d.

THE CHILDREN’S FAVOURITE SERIES. A Charming
Series of Juvenile Books, each plentifully Illustrated, and written in simple

language to please young readers. Handsomely bound, and designed to

form an attractive and entertaining series of gift-books for presents and

prizes. The utmost care has been taken to maintain a thoroughly healthy

tone throughout the Series, combined with entertaining and interesting

reading. Price is. each; or gilt edges, is. 6d.

My Book of Wonders.
My Book of Travel Stories.
My Book of Adventures.
My Book of the Sea.
My Book of Fables.
Deeds of Gold.

My Book of Perils.
My Book of Fairy Tales.
My Book of Bible Stories.
My Book of History Tales.
My Story Book of Animals
Rhymes for You and Me.
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THE INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION SERIES.
FROEBEL’S PEDAGOGICS OF THE KINDE '.GARTEN

;
or, His Ideas

concerning the Play and Playthings of the Child. Translated by J. Jarvis.

Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s.

THE EDUCATION OF THE GREEK PEOPLE, AND ITS INFLUENCE
ON CIVILIZATION. By Thomas Davidson. Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s.

SYSTEMATIC SCIENCE TEACHING. By Edward G. Howe. Crown
8vo., cloth, 6s.

EVOLUTION OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM IN MASSACHUSETTS.
By George H. Martin. Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s.

THE INFANT MIND; or, Mental Development in the Child. Trans-
lated from the German of W. Preyer, Professor of Physiology in the University o(

Jena. Crown 8vo., cloth, 4s. 6d.

ENGLISH EDUCATION IN THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
SCHOOLS. By Isaac Sharpless, I.L.D., President of Haverford College, U S.A.
Crown 8vo., cloth, 4s. 6d.

EMILE; or, A Treatise on Education. By Jean Jacques Rousseau.
Translated and Edited by W. H. Payne, Ph.D., LL.D., President of the Peabody
Normal College, U.S.A. Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s.

EDUCATION FROM A NATIONAL STANDPOINT. Translated from the
French of Alfred Fouill^g by W. J. Grbenstreet, M.A., Head Master of the
Marling School, Stroud. Crown 8vo., cloth, 7s. 6d.

THE MORAL INSTRUCTION OF CHILDREN. By Felix Adler,
President of the Ethical Society of New York. Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION. By Johann Karl Rosenkranz,
Doctor of Theology and Professor of Philosophy at Konigsberg. (Translated.)
Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s.

A HISTORY OF EDUCATION. By Professor F. V. N. Painter. Crown
8vo., 6s.

THE VENTILATION AND WARMING OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS. With
Plans and Diagrams. By Gilbert B. Morrison. Crown 8vo., 4s. 6d.

FROEBhL’S ‘EDUCATION OF MAN.’ Translated by W. N. Hailman.
Crown 8vo., 6s.

ELEMENTARY PSYCHOLOGY AND EDUCATION. By Dr. J. Baldwin.
Illustrated, crown 8vo., 6s.

THE SENSES AND THE WILL. Forming Part I. of ‘The Mind of the
Chdd.’ By W. Preyer, Professor of Physiology in the University of Jena.
(Translated.) Crown 8vo., 6s.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INTELLECT. Forming Part II. of ‘ The
Mind of the Child.’ By Professor W. Preyer. (Translated.) Crown 8vo., 6s.

HOW TO STUDY GEOGRAPHY. By Francis W. Parker. Crown
8vo., 6s.

A HISTORY OF EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES. By Richard
A. Boone, Professor of Pedagogy in Indiana University. Crown 8vo., 6s.

EUROPEAN SCHOOLS; or, What I Saw in the Schools of Germany,
France, Austria, and Switzerland. By L. R. Klemm, Ph.D. With numerous
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 8s. 6d.

PRACTICAL HINTS FOR TEACHERS. By George Howland, Super-
intendent of the Chicago Schools. Crown 8vo., 4s. 6d.

1

SCHOOL SUPERVISI ON. By J. L. Pickard. 4s. 6d.
HIGHER EDUCATION OF WOMEN IN EUROPE. By Helene Lange

4s. 6d.

HERBART’S TEXT-BOOK IN PSYCHOLOGY. By M. K. Smith. 4s. 6d.
PSYCHOLOGY APPLIED TO THE ART OF TEACHING Bv Dr T

Baldwin. 6s.
3 J'
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PERIODICALS.

THE NATIONAL REVIEW.
Edited by L. J. MAXSE.

Price Half a-crown monthly.

Among recent contributors to the Review have been :

H. O. Arnold-Forster,M.P.

Lord Ashbourne.

Alfred Austin.

Right Hon A. J. Balfour, M.P.

Miss Balfour.

Sir David Barbour, K.C.S. I.

A. C. Benson.

Hon. St. John Brodrick, M.P.

Right Hon. J. Chamberlain,

M.P.

Admiral Colomb.

E. T. Cook.

Rt. Hon Leonard Courtney,

M.P.

Hon. G. N. Curzon, M.P.

Sir Mountstuart Grant - Duff,

G.C.S.I.

Dr. Symons Eccles,

Violet Fane.

Lord Farrer.

Earl Grey, K G.

George Gissing.

Lord George Hamilton, M.P.

Benjamin Kidd.

Rudyard Kipling.

James W. Lowther, M.P.

Sir John Lubbock, Bart., M.P.

Hon. Alfred Lyttelton.

Hon. Mrs. Alfred Lyttelton.

The late Earl of Lytton.

J. A. Fuller Maitland.

Admiral Maxse.

Sir Herbert Maxwell, Bart.,

M.P.

Mortimer Menpes.

George Meredith.

SirH. Stafford Northcote, Bart.,

M.P.

R. H. Inglis Palgrave.

Sir Frederick Pollock, Bart.

Stanley Lane Poole.

T. W. Russell, M.P.

The Marquis of Salisbury, K.G.

F. C. Selous.

Leslie Stephen.

St. Loe Strachey.

The Earl of Suffolk.

H. D. Traill.

Sir Richard Webster, Q.C.,

! M.P.

Rev. J. E. C. Welldon.

Viscount Wolmer, M.P.

London : EDWARD ARNOLD, 37 BEDFORD ST., W.C.

publisher to the Ettbia Officf.
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THE FORUM.
The famous American Review,

is. 3d. monthly ;
annual subscription, post tree, 1 8s.

A conspicuous feature in the Review is he prominence it gives to articles by

European contributors, nearly every number containing articles by the best

English writers. It is obtainable in England about the ioth of each month.

THE PHILOSOPHICAL REVIEW. Edited by J. G.

Schurman, Professor of Philosophy in Cornell University, U.S.A. Six

Numbers a year. Single Numbers, 3s. 6d.
;
Annual Subscription, 14s.

post free. The first number was issued .in January, 1892. The Review

ranges over the whole field of Philosophy
;

the ai tides are signed, and

the contributors include the names of the foremost philosophical teachers

and writers of America, and many of those of England and the Continent

of Europe.

THE JOURNAL OF MORPHOLOGY : a Journal of Animal
Morphology, devoted principally to Embryological, Anatomical, and His-

tological subjects. Edited by C. O. Whitman, Professor of Biology in

Clark University, U.S.A. Three numbers in a volume of 100 to 150 large

4to. pages, with numerous plates. Single numbers, 17s. 6d.
;
subscription

to the volume of three numbers, 45s. Volumes I. to X. can now he

obtained, and the first number of Volume XI. is ready.

PUBLICATIONS OF THE INDIA OFFICE
AND OF THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA.
Mr. Edward Arnold, having been appointed Publisher to the

Secretary of State for India in Council, has now on sale the

above publications at 37 Bedford Street, Strand, and is prepared
to supply full information concerning them on application.

INDIAN GOVERNMENT MAPS.
Any of the Maps in this magnificent series can now be obtained

at the shortest notice from Mr. Edward Arnold, Publisher to

the India Office.
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The following Catalogues of Mr. Edward Arnold's Publica-

tions will be sent postfree on application :

CATALOGUE OF WORKS OF GENERAL
LITERATURE.

GENERAL CATALOGUE OF EDUCATIONAL
WORKS,

Including the principal Publications of Messrs. Ginn and Company, Educa-

tional Publishers, of Boston and New York, and Messrs. E. L. Kellogg

and Company, of New York.

CATALOGUE OF WORKS FOR USE IN

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.
With Specimen Pages.

ILLUSTRATED LIST OF BOOKS FOR
PRESENTS AND PRIZES.

CATALOGUE OF INDIA OFFICE
PUBLICATIONS.

CATALOGUE OF INDIA OFFICE MAPS.
Price 6d.

LIST OF AMERICAN PERIODICALS WITH
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

AMERICAN BOOKS.— The importation of all American

Books
,
Periodicals, and Newspapers is conducted by a special

department
,
with accuracy and despatch

,
and full information

can be obtained on application.

London : EDWARD ARNOLD, 37 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND.

Pnblisfhtr to the Enbia (Office.
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COLONEL KENNEY HERBERT’S POPULAR
WORKS ON COOKERY.

COMMON-SENSE COOKERY
FOR ENGLISH HOUSEHOLDS.

Based upon Modern English and Continental Principles
,
with

Twenty Menus zuorked out in detail.

BY

A. KENNEY HERBERT (“Wyvern”),
Don of the Order of the Cordon-Rouge, Author of “ Culinary Jottings,” arc.

Large crown 8vo. Cloth, price 7s. 6d.

“ A book which is sure to have a large circulation, since the author, the well-

known ‘ Wyvern,’ has been for some time generally accepted as perhaps the chief

English authority on the art of cookery.”

—

The Times.

“ An elaborate treatise on the culinary art. The rules are laid down simply and
clearly, and the recipes are given with such precision as to quantities that mistakes

can scarcely occur if proper attention is paid to the instructions.”

—

Morning Post.

“Alike to learners and adepts the book will be found useful and suggestive.”

—

Manchester Courier.

FIFTY BREAKFASTS.
BY

A. KENNEY HERBERT (“Wyvern”),

Cordon-Rouge
,
Author of “ Culinary Jottings," &=c.

Crown 8vo. Cloth, price 2s. 6d.

“All who know the culinary works of ‘Wyvern’ are aware that they combine a

remarkable conviction, and (on the whole) excellent taste with an exceptional prac-

ticalness and precision in detail. His ‘ Fifty Breakfasts ’ will well sustain this reputa-

tion.”

—

Saturday Review.

“ An admirable collection of menus for the opening meal of the day.”

—

Speaker.

“ Autolycus,” in a review of a column, says-:
—“ Distinctly it is a book to be read

and studied.”

—

Pall Mall Gazette.

London: EDWARD ARNOLD, 37, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.

|]ublisl)cr to % |nbiit Office.



HIGHEST HONOURS AT ALL EXHIBITIONS

GHOCOLAT MENIER
FOR

BREAKFAST,

LUNCHEON,

AND

SUPPER.

AVERAGE DAILY SALES,
50 TONS.

The Largest Factory in the World.

WORKS

:

NOISIEL-SUR-MARNE, PARIS.

SOLD RETAIL EVERYWHERE.
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